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SUMMARY AMD HIGHLIGHTS

This progress report provides a general picture of the

research and development work carried out by the scientific and

technical staff of the Radiochemistry Division during the year

1990. The activities are described under three major heads : (1)

Nuclear Chemistry (2) Actinide Chemistry and (3) Spectroscopy.

While basic research work on the nuclear and chemical properties

of actinides and fission products consitutes a major part of the

activities of the Division, a certain amount of applied research

and development work connected with chemical quality control of

plutonium-based fuels for trace metallic constitutents;

preparation and supply of special radioactive sources including

actinide sources most of which are made as per specific user

requirements, to mention some, is also being carried out. The

Division also plays an important role in training programmes in

nuclear and radiochemistry. These training programmes and

services are being provided not only to personnel from various

units of DAE and Divisions of BARC but also to students and

faculty members of various Indian Universities spread all over

the country.

The main area of work in Nuclear Chemistry is centered

around studies onthe fission process induced by reactor neutrons,

He-ions from the VECC Calcutta and heavy ions from the pelletron

facility at TIPR, Bombay. Other areas of investigations include

nuclear reaction cross sections and excitation functions, decay

scheme studies and use of nuclear probes in Physcio-chemical



investigations, viz. positron annihilation experiments and

perturbed angular correlation measurements.

Measurements of the independent iosmeric yield ratio of

241
Sb formed in the thermal neutron fission of Pu and He-ions

induced fision of U clearly indicated that shell-effects are

preserved even at excitation energies of the order of 20 MeV. In

132
a related work on independent isomeric yield ratios of I, it

I 32
is Been that fragment angular momentum for I in odd-Z

242 238
fissioning systems such as Am and Np are higher compared to

even Z fissioning systems such as 2 3^- 2 3 6
U f 240,2*2pu flnd

at conparable excitation energies suggesting higher fragment

deformation in odd-Z systems. Isomeric cross section ratios of

97 OO O& Q>> |O
reaction products Rh, Rh, * Tc and Tc formed in the C-

89
induced reactions of Y indicate that complete fusion

predominates over incomplete fusion reaction upto projectile

energies of 6 MeV/n. Preliminary results of measurements on mass—

12resolved fission fragment angular distributions in the C-

232
induced fission of Th do not indicate any systematic

dependence of anisotropy on mass asymmetry as in the case of He-

ion induced fission at comparable energies. The fission barrier

171 "\

of l f l t JYb formed by the interaction of Erbium (Nat.) with He-

ions is experimentally determined to be 27.8±3 MeV. Decoy scheme

studies on the 5.1 min. Tm has been completed. A time

differential perturbed angular correlation measurement for
1 ft 1

and Hf,85 Ta.is Fea using Hf as a nuclear probe has been

carried out to study magnetic phase transitions. A picosecond

life time spectrometer for positron annihilation studies has been
(ii)



developed and calibrated. All these R & D efforts of the Division

are fully supported by the Instrumentations Group of the

Division.

Work in the area of a actinide chemistry is concerned

mostly with extraction, complexation and separation of actinide

ions U(VI), Np(IV), Pu(IV), Am(III) etc from aqueous media, with

different organic reagents in a wide variety of experimental

conditions.

Studies on the extraction of U(VI), Pu(IV), Am(III) and

Lanthandies and other fission products from Purex process high

level acid waste solutions using CMPO (Octyl phenyl N,N-

diisobutyl carbamoyl methyl phosphine oxide) and TBP in dodecane

has shown that the actinides and lanthanides can be efficiently

extracted leaving behind most of the other fission products.

Experimental work with CMP (dihexyl N,N-diethyl carbomyl methyl

phosphonate) has been carried out to understand the extraction/

backextraction and the extraction chromatrographic behaviour of

actinide ions U(VI), Pu(IV), Am(III) and lanthanide ions Pm(III)

and Em(III) under varying nitric acid concentrations. Aqeous

complexation behaviour of Am(III) with diaza crown ether

Kryptofix22 (K22) has been studied and the results compared with

those of the analogous crown ether l8-crown-6 (18C6). Carrier-

mediated transport of actinide ions like U(VI), Pu(IV) etc.

across commercially available carriers such as TBP,

dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 etc in dodecane employing various liquid

membrane configurations forms another area of investigation.

(iii)



Extensive experimental studies have been conducted on the

extraction behaviour of Pu(IV) and An(III) with Bis(2-ethyl

hexyl) sulfoxide in dodecane including the effect of temperature,

influence of the type of diluent used etc on the extraction.

Effect of gamma irradiation on the solvent extraction of

actinides and fission products with several dialkyl amides as

well as dioctyl sulfide in dodecane has been studied. A

spectrophotometric method has been developed for the

determination of sulfide in dioctyl sulfide. Similarly, a method

has been developed for the estimation of organic extractants like

TBP, dioctyl sulfoxide (DOSO), dibutyl decanamide (DBDA), dibutyl

octanamide (DBOA) and dibutyl hexanamide (DBHA) by I.R.

spectrometry.

In the area of analytical spectroscopy, methods of chemical

separation and estimation of rare earths in plutonium by emission

spectrographic technique have been developed. Investigations have

been carried out on the matrix effects due to U and Pu on the

atomisation and estimation of trace metals Be, Sn, and Zn by

electrothermal atomisation-atomic absorption spectrometric

methods (ETA-AAS). These studies are helpful in improving the

sensitivity of the analytical techniques.

233
EPR studies on U in its pentavalent form stabilised in

LiNbO;, matrix, has lead to the first observation of the hyperfine

structure and evaluation of the hyperfine constants of for

233 +5

1) . EPR and microwave absorption studies on actinide-copper

oxides such as BajCuUO^, LaxBa2_xCuUC>4+f and Ba2CuPuO^ have shown

that in none of these compounds superconducting phases are

(iv)



present down to 77°K for Pu-compound and to 20°K for U-compounds.

+2However, absence of EPR of Cu in Pu-coropounds suggests that it

has the potential to exhibit superconductivity with suitable

doping. EPR studies together with microwave reflectivity

measurements in ammonium uranium fluoride doped with copper,

(NH^^UC^Fs.F^OiCu , clearly suggest a possible structural phase

transition at 360 K. EPR and microwave absorption studies have

been conducted on several Cheverol phase compounds of the type

AXMO6S (A*Cu, Ni, CuNi, Hg, U, Yb, Pb with 1 < X < 4 and HgMo6S8

in the temperature range 20 -300°K in view of their interesting

superconducting and magnetic properties.

While citing any of the work reported here, it may be noted

that a progress report such as this, of on-going research

programmes is likely to contain results of a preliminary and/or

speculative nature.

I thank all my collegues in the Radiochemistry Division for

their active cooperation in making available their contributions

to this Annual report in time. In particular, I thank Dr. P.C.

Kalsi for his help in the compilation and Shri P.A. Satheesh for

his excellent typing of this report. My thanks are also due to

Dr. P.R. Natarajan, Head, Radiochemistry Division for suggestions

regarding the final preparation of this report.

R.H. IYBR
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I. MUCLBAB CHBHI8TRY

1. Fission of Au-197, Lu-175 and Ho-165 with 0-16 ions: Cross

sections and Angular Distributions

R.H. Iyer, A.K. Pandey, P.C. Kalsi and R.C. Sharna

As part of a systematic program of work on the fission

properties of low Z (Z180) elements induced by light and

heavy ions, we have carried out some Measurements on the cross

sections and fragment angular distributions in the fission of Au-

197, Lu-175 and H<J-165 induced by 0-16 ions at several bombarding

energies above the fusion barriers using the BARC-TIFR 14UD

Pelletron accelerator. While studies on the fission excitation

functions provide information on fission barriers and level

density parameters, those on fragment angular distribution

provide information on the the spin distribution and shape of the

( 2)
nucleus at the saddle point v . There is a renewed interest in

the measurement of angular distribution of fission fragments from

systems of high angular momentum and in testing standard theories

( 3—
for their adequacies in interpreting and quantifying the data v

. In the present work we report a few experimental results on

fission cross sections and fragment anisotropies from the

interaction of Au-197, Lu-175 and Ho-165 with 0-16 ions. We have

made a preliminary analysis of the anisotropy data and estimated
o

the mean square angular momentum <1 > of the fissioning nuclei

and compared it with similar data available in the literature

(3.*)



2
Targets of Au-197 of about 700 fig/cm thickness and oxides of

o
Lu-175 and Ho-165 of about 0.5-1.0 mg/cm thickness deposited on

2
high purity silver foils of 10-12 ug/cm were used. Fission

fragments recoiling in the backward hemisphere were detected in a

cylindrical lexan track detector mounted in a specially designed

target assembly which acted as a Faraday cup and which allowed

measurements over laboratory angles from 90°-165°. The center-

of-mass transformation was done by assuming symmetric fission

(7 )with kinetic energies given by Viola systematic*. * ' (See

Fig.l). The absolute fission cross sections were calculated by

integrating the fitted anisotropy function and from a knowledge

of the integrated beam current and target atoms. The

experimental anisotropies and cross sections are listed in Table

1 and compared with other available data ' and also indicated

in figure 2. A preliminary analysis of the anisotropy dats A »

2 2 2 2
1+<1 >/4Ko where <1 > and Ko have the usual meaning was made
/ 2) 2 2

v . Ko (»Jeff.T/h ) values for the different compound nuclei

(fiBsility parameters) were calculated using the effective moment

of inertia, Jeff derived from Back etal
 v . Nuclear temperature

T was estimated as f(Ex/a) where Ex is the saddle point

excitation energy and 'a' the level density parameter taken as
2

ACN/8- The excellent agreement in the <1 > values derived from

this work and those reported by others for the Au-197+0-16 system

would imply that the <12> values for Lu-175 and Ho-165+0-16

systems are realist'c estimates. A more comprehensive analysis

of the experimental data is underway.
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Table 1 : Experiaental fission cross sections, anisotropies and

other relevant paraaeters

Reaction

Au-197+0-16

Lu-175+0-16

Ho-165+0-16

Coapound
nucleus

Fr-213

Au-191

Re-181

Blab
(MeV)

81
96
108

81
96

81

°f
(»b)

17.7
420
919

0.6
45

0.012

W(180)/
W(90)

1.76
2.66
2.9

3.66
3.87

3.02

<15>
Calc.

223
592
760

538
704

364

2. Helua-Ion-Induced Fission Excitation Function of Erbiua

R.H. Iyer, R.C. Sharaa, P.C. Kalsi and A.K. Pandey

In continuation of our systeaatic prograaae of work on the



fission properties of lighter elements (Z<60), we have measured

the fission cross sections of Erbium (Z*68) induced by Helium

ions in the energy range 30-65 MeV from the Variable Energy

Cyclotron, Calcutta. Low Z fission systems provide excellent

opportunities, for determining important nuclear parameters such

as fission barriers (Ef), level density parameters for neutron

emission (an) and fission (af), influence of shell effects etc.

and for comparing these parameters with predictions of

theoretical models . Reliable and accurate measurements of

fission barriers (which are equivalent to measurement of nuclear

masses at the distorted saddle point configurations) in the

lighter elements not only help in the understanding of the

systematics of fission process in general but BIBO would enhance

our understanding of the systematics of nuclear masses in

general.

Experimental details are given here briefly. Targets were

prepared from highly purified Erbium oxide on high purity silver
o

foils in the form of deposits 1-2 mg/cm thickness by an

electrophoresis technique. Fission events recoiling in the

backward direction were recorded using a cylindrical Lexan

detector. Typical He-ion beam currents were 1-2 uAh per

experiment. After irradiation, the lexan detector was etched in

6M NaOH. The absolute fission cross sections were calculated by

comparing the number of fission tracks in a specified area

(observation solid angle) in the detector from the sample

(Erbium) with the number of tracks in the same area from a

standard irradiated under the same experimental conditions. We



used Hoimiurn and Gold as standards whose absolute cross sections

C2 3)as a function of energy are known .

The experimental fission excitation function is shown in

figure 3. The excitation energies were calculated by assuming

full momentum transfer and a weighted average Q value of -1.4

MeV . The excitation functions were analysed in terms of the

f 21
statistical model expression .

an[2af*(E-Ef)*-lJ k %

of /oR * rf/rn « Ko 275 exp(2af'*<E-Ef)'*-2an'*<B-Bn)'
s]

4A*' ( E B )
5
af(E-Bn)

where af and OR represent fission and total reaction cross

sections respectively. E is the excitation energy. B n is the

neutron binding energy. A is the mass number of the compound

nucleus, Ko is a constant (taken as 10.7 MeV in this case) and

other terms as defined already, OR was calculated using the

optical model of Huizenga and Igo . A least square fitting

procedure was used to fit the experimental Tf/rn values to the

theoretical equation to get the 'best fit' values for Ef, af, a n

and af/an. The fitted curves corresponding to af • A/8 and A/20

(reasonable upper and lower limits) are shown in figure 4. The

'best fit' values were chosen on the basis of the sum of squares

of the deviations. Thus, we assign a value of 27.613 NeV for the
171 3

fission barrier of the compound nucleus Yb ' formed by the

interaction of Erbium (Nat.) with He-ions. The corresponding

values of af and an are 13.18 MeV and 13.05 MeV"1 respectively.

The uncertainty shown in the fission barrier would allow for

inclusion of other values derived from reasonable upper and lower

limits of af and an values. The experimental value compares very
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well with the theoretical value of 31.3 MeV (weighted average
(4)

value) based on a sinple liquid drop model mass formulation * .

The present work represents one of the lightest compound nuclear

Bystems for which fission barrier has been determined

experimentally and extends the range of elements studied and

brings out several systematic trends in low Z-systems .
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3. Mass-Resolved Fragment Angular Distribution in C + Th

System at 72 HeV

S.B. Manohar, Ashok Goswami, A.V.R. Reddy, B.S. Tomar, P.P.

Burte, Satya Prakash, Bency John , Aruna Nijasure , S.K.

• *

Kataria and S.S. Kapoor

The Mass-resolved fragment angular distribution for a (28.5

MeV) + 2 3 2Th ( l ), a (38.5MeV)+238U(2) and (28.5 MeV) + 2 3 3U

system, measured using recoil catcher technique, showed a

distinct increase of anisotropy with mass asymmetry - over and

above the expected variation from multichance fission. The

observed variation of anisotropy can be easily interpreted in the

2)
effective transition state model , by assuming that both mass

asymmetry and K-equilibration is decided during saddle to

scission path. Under this assumption, if saddle to scission

descent is fast, the effect in anisotropy due to mass asymmetry

may not be observable. Generally it is believed that for Heavy

Ion (H.I.) fission reactions, the reaction times are rather small

due to large 1-values. This had led to the development of pre-
31

equilibrium mode for H.I-fusion-fission reactions. Therefore,

in the present work, we have measured mass resolved fragment

angular distribution in ll*C(72 MeV) + "*Th system.

In these measurements recoil catcher technique was employed

for collection of fission products, followed by gamma

spectrometry assay of fission product activity. An irradiation

Nuclear Physcis Division
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chamber of cylinderical geometry of length 130mm and radius of
2

75mm was used in which an electroplated Th target (150 tig/cm }

was placed at 45° w.r.t. beam direction. The mounted catcher

toils covered the angle from 174° to 90° in ten nearly equal

12
steps. A beam of C (+6 state, 72MeV) from Pelletron

accelerator of intensity 250 nA was used for a duration of 24

hours. After the irradiation, the ten catcher foils were assayed

for fission product activity using HPGe detector over 14 days.

The measured activity of individual fisBion product such as

Q 7 Q Q i n s i t ? i i * \ i l l

Zr, Mo, Bh, Pd, Cd and JXI was used to obtain

final angular distribution. Fig. 5 shows angular distribution of

99 105
Mo and Rh in the centre of mass system where the dotted

2
curve is the least square fit W(©-) a a+b cos (Q>). Fig. 6 shows

the mass dependence of W(18G)/W(90) as function of heavy fragment

mass. The observed variation of anisotropy do not show any

systematic dependence with mass asymmetry as in the case of a

induced fission at similar energies.

This observation shows the necessity of detailed studies on

these lines with variation of entrance channel asymmetry to have

better understanding on saddle to scission decent. In view of

12 16 19 232
this, work on systems such as C, 0, F on Th is being

undertaken.
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4. Independent Isomeric Yield Ratios of 1 3 2Sb in 2*1Pu(nth»f)

and 238U(a,f)

B.S.ToMar, A.Goswami, A.V.R.Reddy, S.K.Das, S.B.Nanohar and

Satya Prakash

In the low energy fission of actinides it has been observed

that the fragment angular momentum decreases as the fragment's

neutron number approaches closed shell (N«82) configuration. The

shell effect however is expected to vanish at excitation energy

of the order of 20 MeV. The fission fragment angular momentum has

been found, in general, to increase with the excitation energy

and angular momentum of the fissioning nucleus(l) as predicted

from the statistical origin of the fragment angular momentum as

well as the partial reta?.nment of the initial angular momentum by

the fragments after scission. Earlier measurements from this

laboratory on isomeric yield ratios(IYR) of 1 2 6Sb, 1 2 8Sb and

130 238
Sb in U(a,f) have shown that the fragment angular momentum

130 128

for Sb is much less than that for Sb which in turn shows

lower angular momentum than Sb(2). This indicated the possible

influence of fragment's shell closure proximity. The present

study was undertaken to investigate the influence of initial

excitation energy and angular momentum on the angular momentum
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132
of the fragment corresponding to fission product Sb.

In the case of low energy fission irradiations were carried

out in the pneumatic tube of CIRUS reactor for about 20 seconds.

Antimony was separated from the bulk fission products and target

at varying intervals (65 to 92secs) in order to evaluate the

132ff
precursor contribution in the yield of "Sb. For the

radiochemical separation of antimony, we followed the method of

distillation of antimony hydride. The activity of the two isomers

was followed using the common gamma line at 697keV and their

separation time activities [Am(Ts), Ag(Ts)] were obtained by

least square fitting of the activity. The fission rate was

104measured by counting the activity of Tc in the small aliquots

from the fission product solutions. The chemical yield(c) of

125
separation was obtained using Sb as tracer and counting the

428 keV gamma line. The least square fitting of Ag(Ts) normalised

using RYfl was used to obtain Yg/Ypt and Ysn/Yfi. Finally the IYR

<Ym/(vm+vg>) w a s calculated using Ym/YM and Yg/YM.

In the case of medium energy fission natural uranium foils

of thickness 46 mg/cm were irradiated with the alpha particle

beam at the Variable Energy Cyclotron. The fission products were

collected on superpure aluminium folis. Owing to the short

halflives of the nuclides of interest and to avoid time loss the

irradiations were performed in air column of 5mm. Antimony was

separated by the method described earlier and samples were

followed gamma spectrometrically for about 30 minutes.
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In this case the common gamma line 697 keV could not be

used as it consisted of three components namely *°Sb and

1 2 6 mSb. Another most abundant common gamma line 974keV showed an

unknown 40 minutes activity when counted for 3hours. In the

present work we have used 149.5 keV gamma line which has

contribution from "sb and Te. The separation time activity

of Sb was obtained by least square fitting the peak areas of

149.5keV gamma line. The contribution of Sb in 974keV peak

areas was subtracted and the remaining activity was least square

fitted into *Sb and the 40 minute activity to obtain Ag(Ts).

Finally the independent yields Ym and Yg were calculated from the

respective separation time activities. Here it was assumed that

the cumulative yield of the precursor Sn of *Sb is

negligible compared to the independent yield of the latter ae

expected from the charge distribution systematics.

132
Prom the measured IYR values of Sb the corresponding

fragment angular momenta were deduced considering the statistical

deexcitation of the fragment by neutron and gamma ray emission.

The details of the calculation are given in ref.(2).

Table-2 gives the average fragment angular momenta deduced

using the above analysis for low and medium energy fission. The

error on Jav is the propagated error due to the precisiona! error

on IYRB. Figure-7. shows the excitation energy dependence of Jav

for the fragments corresponding to the fission products Sb.

1 3 0Sb and 1 3 2Sb. The data on 1 2 8Sb and 1 3 0Sb have been taken from

ref.(2). It is seen from table-2 that in the medium energy

fission, Jav is higher than that in low energy fission. Further,
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132
Table-2 : Fragment angular momenta of Sb in the low and medium

042
energy fission of Pu

Fissioning Excitation Ym/Ym+Yg) Average J
system Energy(MeV) (ft)

.___ _.. _
Pu(ntn.f) 6.2 0.23 ±0.04 4.62 ± 0.88

2 3 8U(a 3 1 M e V.f) 20.5 0.46 ±0.02 7.15 ± 0.34

238U(a38MeV'
f) 2 7-° °-4* ±0.06 7.29 ± 1.01

Jav remains practically constant as a function of initial

excitation energy in the medium energy fission. Considering the

statistical origin of Jav(l)> the increase in Jav in the

excitation energy range studied would have been much higher as

12fi 130 132

seen for Sb and Sb in figure-7. This shows that for Sb,

the increase in Jav from low to medium energy fission may be

purely due to the retainment of the fraction of initial angular

momentum(L) of the fissioning nucleus rather than due to

increased temperature. The near constancy as well as the lower
132

value of fragment Jav for Sb can be attributed to the

spherical N»82 shell configuration of the corresponding fragment

133
namely Sb considering the emission of one neutron in the

132
formation of Sb. The excitation energy of the fragment is

between 18 and 22MeV(2) which indicates that even at an

excitation energy of the order of 20MeV the shell effects are not

completely washed out.
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5. Isoaeric Cross Section Ratios in C Induced Reactions on \

B.S.Tomar, A. Goswami, S.K. Das, A.V.R. Reddy, S.B. Manohar

and Satya Prakash

Heavy ion reactions provide an ideal tool for studying

various nuclear reaction mechanisms owing to the wide range of

excitation energy, angular momentum and entrance channel mass

asymmetry. In the light heavy ion induced reactions the most

predominant mechanism at projectile energy <6 MeV/amu is the

compound nucleus mechanism and is called complete fusion (CF).

However as the bombarding energy increases fusion is preceded by

the emission of few particles from projectile or target(l). It

has been proposed(l) that the incomplete fusion (ICF) occurs due

to the disapearance of the pocket in the one dimensional

potential energy as the angular momentum is increased. In order

to reduce the effective angular momentum of the composite system,

an increasing fraction of the projectile escapes and carries away

some angular momentum, thm* fceilitating fusion. This should

reflect in the isomeric cross section ratios of the evaporation
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residues (ER). Isomeric cross section ratios are found to

increase with the increasing angular momentum of the compound

nucleus(CN). When IC'F reactions start dominating the isomeric

cross section ratios are expected to either saturate or decrease

with increasing projectile energy. However no such attempt has

been made so far in this direction. With this in view we have

measured the isomeric cross section ratios of some ER* namely

QQ O7 Q5 Q4 12

Kh, Rh, Tc and Tc produced in C induced reactions on

Y at six projectile energies varying from 43 to 73.5 MeV.

The experiments were carried out at the BARC - TIFR

pelletron facility. Self supporting yttrium metal foils of

2 12
thickness 2.2 mg/cm were bombarded with C beams having beam
intensity of 10 particles/s. Two yttrium metal foils separated

2
by Al degraders of 2 mg/cm were kept in a stack. The incident

beam energy was varied by choosing a particular charge state

and/or terminal voltage. Three irradiations of 45 minutes were

carried out. The target was later counted for the gamma

activities of ERs on a precalibrated HPGe detector coupled to 4k

MCA. The activities were followed for a suitable length of time

and were used to obtain the activities of the individual nuclei

at the end of irradiation [A(Ti)]. In the case of common gamma

lines the individual components were resolved by least square

fitting of decay data. The relative cross sections for the high

spin and low spin isomer:. of the ERs were calculated from A(Ti)

using

A(Ti) - Noi0 [ 1- «xp(- >ffi)] (1)

where i refers to h or 1 for the high spin and low spin isomers

respectively.
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The isoaeric cross section ratios (on/O}) are shown in

table-3 for various projectile energies. The data show lower

12 89
Table-3. Isoaeric cross-section ratios (ICR) in C + Y

Lab.
Energy(MeV)

43.2
52.0
55.4
63.0
66.8
73.5

99-Rh

5.66
11.82
17.67
__
—
——

ICR ( o\
97-Rh

8.76
10.07
16.04
17.33
22.06

i/ °l >
95-Tc

2.04
4.31
4.72
8.57
—
—-

94-Tc

5.75
8.76
16.45
—
—

values of isoaeric cross section ratios for the ERs foraed by

alpha eaission coapared to those formed by neutron eaission

alone. This is expected as the alpha particles can carry away

large angular aoaentua froa the CN. The isoaeric cross section

ratios are found to increase with projectile energy as expected

froa the coaplete fusion hypothesis in which angular aoaentua of

the CN increases with projectile energy. This indicates that the

ICF does not becoae a significant fraction of the fusion reaction

upto a projectile energy of 6 NeV/aau.
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6. Perturbed Angular Correlation study of Magnetic phase

transition in pseudobinary system, Hfi_xTaxFe2

S.K.Das, B.S.Tomar and Satya Prakash

Intermetallie compounds HfPe2 crystallises in the hexagonal

Laves phase structure . It is known that in the pseudobinary

systems Hfi_xTaxFe2, magnetic phase transition from ferromagnetic

to antiferromagnetic state takes place with x and temperature. In

case of metallic magnets, the magnetic transition is explained by

the model of exchange inversion mechanism or by the concept of

exchange induced moment. However the magnetic phase transition in

the above mentioned electron magnet Hfj_xTaxFe2 is not completely

understood.

(2)
By using Mossbauer apectroscopyv , hyperfine interaction

in these compounds has been studied on the Fe site in the

lattice. However to know the same at Hf site we carried out a

time differential perturbed angular correlation measurement for

181
HfFej and Hf,85Ta.15Fe2 a t room temperature. Hf was used as

the nuclear probe obtained by irradiationg the compounds in the

reactor. The two systems show a clear difference in the TDPAC

spectrum. An oscillating behaviour in HfFe^ indicates the

presence of magnetic interaction. On the other hand a simple

exponential decay for Hfo.85Ta0.15Fe2 indicates the magnetic

dilution resultant of the phase transition.
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7. Separation of carrier free Ho from fission products in

233U(n.f)

A.G.C.Nair, S.K.Das, S.H.Deshmukh and 8atya Prakash

It is well known that *Tc is a very important nuclide for

making radiopharmaceuticals. To get this nuclide in high specific

activity from No-Tc generator , No of high specific activity is

required '.

99

No can be obtained from activation of inactive molybdenum.

But the specific activity is less than that obtained from fission

products. For this we have developed a separation method to get

carrier free No from fission products.

300 pg of * J JU was irradiated in APSARA for 7 hrs. Fission

233
products alongwith U and the aluminium catcher were dissolved

in HC1 and evaporated to dryness. Ru and I fission products were

removed by boiling the fission product mixture with HNO3 and

NaBiC>3 in presence of Ru and I carriers. No, from this Mixture in

IN HNO3 was then extracted in ethyl acetate by alpha benzoin

oxime dissolved in the same solvent. Back extraction of No was

done using the mixture 0.5N HC1+1.0N HF. This was the loading

solution in anion exchanger (Dowex 1x8 200 mesh) which was

previously conditioned with the same mixture. The column was

washed with this mixture solution to remove uranium*.
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Subsequently the colunn was further washed with 6M HC1+O.O5M

oxalic acid and then with 6N HC1 to resove all other fission

products. Elution of ten column volume with IN HC1 brought down

Mo quantitatively.

Final Ho solution was analysed to estimate Ru, I( Sri Y and

a activity. Fission products were assayed by cheatical separation

followed by a-spectrometry. a-activity was assayed with solid

state track detector, a-tracks were developed by chemical pre-

etching followed by electrochemical etching and counted. The

order of the disintegration rate of alpha in No samples of a Mpq

is 10~ pq with respect to the blank. The impurity level in the

final No solution satisfies the prescription of US

Pharmacopoa•
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8. Separation of carrier free Pd from fission products

S.K.Das, A.G.C.Nair and Satya Prakash

Pd isotopes with suitable half life in the carrier free

form have various applications eg. X-ray source preparation,
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fission product simulation studies in reactor for

decontaaiination. From the bulk quantity of Ru which is used as

target to produce Pd by (a.xn) reaction, we have already

developed*1' a method for separating Pd which has charactics

to become a nuclear probe ' and also can be used in the

ih 5)
preparation ofradiopharmaceuticals*1 ' .

252
Fission products from an electrodeposited Cf source were

collected on aluminium catcher foil which wasdissolved in dil HC1

to make a stock soluion. Pd fission product was coprecipitated

with Te as metal using telluric acid as the carrier and reducing

in 2M HC1 by hydrazine and NaHS(>3. Te precipitate was digested

with cone. HC1 to remove any Ag contaminant. Precipitate was

washed with cone. HC1 and then dissolved in min. volume of HNO3

and it was then evaorated to dryness. Solution was brought in HC1

and Te(IV) was oxidised to Te(VI) by treating the solution with

KB1-O3. The solution was then made up in 2M HC1 and then loaded

on an anion exchanger column. The column was washed with 2M HC1

thoroughly and then with water and finally Pd was eluted with

dil. ammonia solution.

Gamma spectrum of the purified Pd sample contains only 89

and 617 keV x-lines which can come from Ag isotopes either formed

independently or grown from Pd parents. However the absence of

299 keV line of *13Ag daughter of short-lived(1.5 min) 1 1 3Pd

indicates the absence of independently formed Ag in the purified

Pd sample.
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9. Fragment Angular Momentum of 132-1 in Odd-Z Fissioning

Systems

H.Naik, S.P.Dange, T.Datta and Satya Prakash

Measurement of fission fragment angular momentum

(Jims)provides information about the effect of nuclear

structure* ' ' on scission configuration, since the former(Jjtns)

arises due to mutual Coulomb interaction of the fragments for

non-linear scission configuration* . Recently correlation of

fragment angular momentum with deformation and elemental yield

(1 2 )
has been pointed out in even-Z v ' ' fissioning nuclei and are

explained in terms of coupling between collective and intrinsic



degree of freedom. In order to examine the validity of such

observation in odd-Z fissioning nuclei fragment angular momentum

132
of I was deduced from radiocheaically determined isomeric

237 241yield ratio in neutron induced fission of Np and Am for the

first time.

237
About 100 fig of electro-deposited targets of Np and

Am wrapped in aluainiun and cadmium foils were irradiated for

2
30 minutes in the reactor APSARA at a flux of 1.2E12 n/sec-ca .

(2)
Aluminium catcher was dissolved, iodine was separated and

assayed using high resolution gamma spetroscopy. Froa 772.6 keV

gamma activity of 'I B t* isoaeric yield ratios were

( 2)
calculated using usual decay growth equationv .

132
Independent isoaeric yield ratios of I determined in the

AHA £ 1/*.O ft

fissioning nuclei Np and Aa are 0.492+0.042 and

0.525+0.042 respectively. Froa the isomeric yield ratio, fragment

132
angular momentum of I was deduced using spin dependent

statistical model analysis1 . JRMS
 o f * obtained in the

238 * 242 *
fissioning nuclei Np and Am are 9.1+0.6h and 9.5+0.6h

respectively. Figure 1 shows a plot of fragment angular aofeentum

132
of I in different fissioning systems along with the

132
recommended independent yield of I and experimental eleaental

yield of iodine . Froa figure $ an inverse correlation between

angular aoaentua and with independent yield is qualitatively

observed with slight deviation in odd-Z fissioning systeas.

However correlation of foraer with elemental yield is clearly

observed. This is possibly due to coupling of the collective

(rotation/deformation) and intrinsic (excitation energy i.e.
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yield) degrees as the yield is dependent on the phase space

available for a given pair of fragments at certain excitation

energy near the scission point. Therefore for high yield

fragments. the amount of energy available for

rotation/deformation is less and thus lowering of the angular

(1 2 )momentum v*'*'. Besides this observation it can also be seen from

132figure 8 that fragment angular momentum for I in odd-Z

238 * 242 *fissioning nuclei ( Np and Am ) are higher compared to

even-Z fissioning nuclei (234'23V. 2*°'2*2Pu' and 2 4 6C." of

comparable excitation energy. This may be possible if the iodine

fragment is more deformed in earlier than latter. For higher

deformed fragment higher fragment angular momentum is expected

(3)from pre-scission bending mode oscillation . Accordingly

average angular momentum of the fragment is related to the

prescission oscillation amplitude(V) as:

Jav - \ & ^ / - 0-5 "here Jav - 2JRMS (1)

The Y-value is related to the neck radius(c) through the relation

»c/x, where z is the seraimajor axis of the fragment, that

increses with increse in deformation. Using experimental JR^S and

132kinetic energy data deformation parameter (6) of the I in

(1 2)different fissioning nuclei are calculated* . 6-value of

'I in odd-Z fissioning nuclei (0.81-0.85) obtained are higher

compared to the same in even-Z fissioning nuclei (0.42-0.78),

which confirm our observation.
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10. EFFECT OF MASS ASYMMETRY ON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION IN

238U(o40MeV.F)SYSTEM

T.Datta, S.P.Dange, H.Naik and Satya Prakash

Investigation on fission fragment angular distribution

provide information about the fissioning nucleus at the second

saddle point in the deformation energy surface. The distribution

of the projection (K) of the total spin (J) on the fission axis,

with variance KQ , is generally assumed to be frozen at the

second saddle governing the eventual angular distribution. This

aspect is useful to answer the question whether mass distribution

is also frozen at the second saddle since in that case strong

2
dependence of KQ on mass asymmetry is expected. Limited data on

mass resolved angular distribution of fragments seems to suggest

such a strong correlation although the effect of multichajice
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fission might affect such observations . In view of these

important questions, present work has been carried out on the

angular distribution of 12 aass asymmetric fragaents in the 40

238
NeV alpha particle induced fission of U.

U-targets ("100-200 ag/ca") were irradiated in the 40 MeV

alpha particle beaa for 12-16 pAh at the VECC, Calcutta. Fisrion

products were collected at six angles between 90,-20, with

respect to alpha beaa direction by recoil catcher technique and

assyed gaaaa spetroaetrically. Angular anisotropy, W(0)/W(90), of

individual fission products were deduced froa the least square

analysis of the fission product activities Aj collected at

different angles Qj corrected for solid angles.
2

W(Qj)| » Aij/(2p(CosQl-CosQ2)j)»ai+bjCos Qj (1).

and [W(0)/W(90)]i « l+(b/a)i * 1+<J2>/4KO
2 (2)

where K0
2 « IeffT/h

2 (3)

Ieff correspond to effective aoaent of inertia for syaaetric and

asyaetric saddle shape (as the case aay be) with T as the "above-
2

the barrier" teaperature. The kn values were deduced froa

detailed analysis for 8 syaaetric and 4 near syaaetric fission
2

products(l). Table-4 shows the anisotropy and Kn values for all

12 fission products studied along with the average values for

symmetric and asyaaetric split fragaents.

It is seen that the asymmetric fragaents have lower Kn
2

values (68.9+8.2 h ) or higher angular anisotropy coapared to the

symmetric fragaents (Ko2»99.0+10.6 h 2 ) . Thus K Q 2 i« strongly

correlated to aass asymmetry. More specifically, the Ieff values
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for the syMtetric path Might be higher than that for the

Table-4: Experimental Data on Anisotorpy in 242-Pu

2 2 2 2
Nuclide Anisotropy Kg (h ) Nuclide Anisotropy KQ (h )

95-Zr 1.905+0.060 58.8+3.0 112-Pd 1.462+0.058 114.0+10.0
99-Mo 1.789+0.087 67.5+6.0 115-Cd 1.512+0.097 104.0+14.0
103-Ru 1.736+0.044 72.0+4.0 126-Sb 1.608+0.079 88.0+10.0
131-1 1.892+0.045 59.8+2.0 127-Sb 1.586+0.087 90.0+11.0
132-Te 1.885+0.040 60.0+2.0
136-Cs 1.649+0.059 82.0+7.0
140-Ba 1.712+0.056 75.0+6.0
141-Ce 1.697+0.081 76.0+9.0

K02(h*)-A 68.9+8.2 K0^(h^)-S: 99.0+10.6
Ko OO-A-Cal: 65.8 Ko (»» )-S-Cal 124.8

asymmetric shape\path. Since in the concerned excitation

energy(33.2 MeV) range the extent of multichance fission is

significant ( 242-Pu:421, 241-Pu:10X, 240-Pu:41% and 239-Pu:7X)

evaluated on the basis of constant temperature level density, the

relative yields of the symmetric and asymmetric fragments will

depend on it. As a consequence in the case of gross (mass

averaged) angular distribution there must be strong dependence of

gross anisotropy on multichance fission. In the case of

observations on the asymmetric and symmetric fragments however

the effect of multichance fission is not expected due to (a) Ieff

values for symmetric and asymmetric shapes for subsequent nuclei

are not significantly different (b) The Ieff values do not vary

strongly with T or J in the concerned region and (c) J and

consequently K-distribution (KO ) are decided in the compound

nucleus (242-Pu presently) and are expected to remain nearly

unchanged with pre-fisaion (low energy neutron emission) leading
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to chance fission nuclei. The Ieff value for syaaetric shape was

taken fro* the calculation of Cohen and Swiatecky(2) while for

the asyaaetric shape Ioff value was evaluated froa observed gross

anisotropy in 17 NeV alpha induced fission of 238-U (C.N. 2*2-Pu)

where aultichance fission is negligible and syaaetric frgaent

yield is auch less. The KQ values thus deduced (sya«124.8 and

asyaa65.B) are seen to be in reasonable agreeaent with the

experiaentally observed values. Agreeaent was also seen for alpha

induced fission of 238-U at several energies(3) confiraing the

consideration given above rather than the effect of aultichance

fission.
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11. Study of K-Capture Probability in the Decay of *pa

R. Guin, S.K. Saha and Satya Prakash

The study of orbital electron capture probabilities froa

different atoaic shells and sub-shells has been the subject of
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considerable interest for a long tine. We have started the study

144of It-capture probability in the decay of Pro produced by the

141(a, n) reaction on Pr. Two types of target have been used for

this purpose-(i) thick Pr2<>3 pellet of about 1 nm thickness and
2

(ii) thin target of about 15 mg/cm produced by the evaporation

of Pr2O3 on aluminium backing. The excitation function for the

144production of Pm was carried out in the energy range of 18-29

144MeV. This was required to optimise the yield of Pm and to

143minimise the production of Pm (ti/2»265d) which can never be

avoided in the a-induced reaction in this energy range. It was

144found that at 24 MeV of a-energy the production of Pin was

optimum.

The y-x sum coincidence measurements of the irradiated

samples have been taken for the determination of K-capture

144 144
probability of Pm to various levels in Nd. Thick targets
were used in the experiment to increase the total production of

144

Pm (tw2"365d) as the specific activity of production VBB

quite small. Irradiated Pr2<)3 of about 1 mm thickness were

counted by HPGe detector. To determine the attenuation factors

of x-rays and low energy y-rays, identical samples were prepared152 1̂ 3by mixing inactive rare earth oxide with Eu and " Ba. The

results of the analysis of y-x coincidence spectra of different

sets were, however, found to be inconsistent indicating the

method of correction of the attenuation of x-rays and low energy

y-rays as inadequate. The experiment was therefore repeated with

thin target. Thin source was prepared fron the irradiated target

so that the attentuation factors will be minimum. Fig.gtL shows a
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portion of the y-x sum coincidence spectrum obtained from the

thin source. From the areas of the sum peaks (69* KeV + K a ) ,

(778.6KeV+Ka) and (618 KeV + Ka) the P values to the levels

2204.6 KeV, 2093 KeV and 1314.5 KeV of Nd-144 can be

determined. The coincidence spectra of higher statistics are

being taken.

12. Setting up of PCF at VECC

S.K. Saha, R. Guin, Satya Prakash, S.K. Das and

N.K. Mukhopadhyay

A pneumatic carrier facility (PCF) is being installed at

VECC to carry out experimental investigation on short lived

nuclei. The PCF will enable rapid transport of the irradiated

target from the site of irradiation to the radiochenistry

laboratory. A capsule containing the target can be unjected fron

the radiochemistry laboratory and positioned accurately at the

irradiation site and at the end of irradiation the same can be

brought back to the radiochemistry lab. for further processing

and counting. S.S. tube (0 D 2.375") has already been installed

from the RCD lab. to the cave 1 of VECC. The total length of the

S.S.tube is ~50 meter. In our design the minimum bending of the

S.S. was kept at 1200 mm so as to ensure smooth flow of the

capsule. Capsule has been transported through the tube several

times from the cave to RCD lab. and was found to flow saoothly

without any obstruction. The transit ti«e was found to be ** 7

VECC, Calcutta
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sec. However, once soft landing Mechanic* is incorporated, the

transit tine would increase slightly.

Coapressed air line is being laid to the radiocheaistry lab.

Once it is completed, capsule can be sent froa the RCD lab. to

the cave-1.

The control unit which is designed to load the saaples,

start VACUUM, start and stop irradiation according to preselected

tine, close BT valve and transport the capsule back to the lab.

is alaost coaplete. We are expecting to get the fast acting

solenoid valves soon. Once we receive those, the control unit

can be tested on line. The irradiation chaaber needed for the

PCF is under fabrication at VECC.

13. Measurement of Isoaeric Yield Ratios and Excitation Function

in the cc-Induced Reaction on 1 0 7' 1 0^Vg.

R. Guin, S.K. Saha and Satya Prakash

The determination of isoaeric yield ratio and total

production cross-section of a nuaber of reaction products in the

a-induced reaction on natural silver has been coapleted. The

range of a-energy (20-65 MeV) was so selected that the effect of

both the equilibriua and preequilibriua processes could be

observed in the reactions. Detailed theoretical calculations

have been performed to coapare our experimental results with the

model predictions. The calculations rely on the coapound nucleus

evaporation model for equilibriua decay and the exciton aodel for
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preequi1ibrium particle emission. The angular momentum effects

in precompound emission, which play an important role in isomeric

cross-section ratios at higher a-energy, have been treated

rigorously in the calculations. The calculations were performed

for two different values of the effective noment of inertia:

°effective - <>rigid ««<* °effected"0-5 °rigid, t o illustrate the

effect of uncertainties in the spin distribution parameter

entering in the level density formula. Some of the results of

final calculations are shown in Fig. 9 & 10 along with our

experimental data. The good agreement between the experimental

cross-sections and calculated values (Fig. 9) indicate that the

amount of preequi1ibrium particle emission is described correctly

as a function of incident energy. For the isomeric cross-section

ratio (Fig.10) the agreement has been found to be good up to the

energy where equilibrium processes predominate in the exit

channel. But at higher energy, where preequi1ibrium processes

prevail, the calculations give a flatter plateru instead of a

fall. Thus though the total amount of preequi1ibrium emission is

predicted by the calculations, the spin distribution during the

preequi1ibrium reaction has not been properly accounted for in

this code.

The Decay of the 5.1 MIN Isomeric State of 16*Ta

S.K. Saha with other members from VECC

The work on the decay of the 5.1 min. isomeric state of
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Tin has been completed. The decay of the 6~ isoweric state of

Tm has been studied by gamma-ray spectroscopy using large

volume (30%) high resolution germanium detectors. "Tm was

produced by the bombardment of 60MeV a-particles obtained from

VECC on 1 6 5Ho metal foil (0.0025 cm thick). The decay scheme

deduced from the present gamma-gamma coincidence measurements are

shown in Pig. 11. The figure also shows the IT decay branch,

electron capture and 8 decay branches to various excited states

in Er as well as the logft values.

Fig. 11 shows that the levels in Er populated by the

decay of *Tm belong to six different bands with K * 0+, 2 +,

0~, 2~, 5". and 7. Two new levels at excitation energies 1683.6

and 3302.8 KeV could be identified from our measurements. In

additioni the present decay measurements also reveal the

existence of four levels at 1610.5, 1764.1, 1798.8 and 2163.7 KeV

known previously from the nuclear reaction studies only. On the

basis of the present work, several new gamma-ray transitions such

as 73.0, 199.5, 486.0, 551.5, 624.6, 737.1, 1139.2, 1317.6 KeV

could be identified to belong to the decay of mTm. The new

level at 1683.6 KeV observed in the present investigations has

been interpreted as a probable 4 member of the S-band in Er.
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15. Determination of Hare Earth Elements (REE) in Geological

Samples by Charged Particle Activation Analysis (CPAA)

• «
S.K. Saha. R. Guin, D.P. Chowdhury and S. Pal

The rare earth elements (REE) are particularly important

for petrogenetic studies in geological processes of mineral melt

system in quantitative trace element modelling using single

element distribution coefficients (K<j)- The concentration of REE

in the mineral and the shape of the REE pattern, through the use

of Kjj values, help to identify the nature of the mineral during

melting or fractional crystallisation.

Generally REE are present in geological materials in the

range of ppm to ppb levels and neutron activation analysis (NAA)

is widely used for the determination of REE in geological

samples. NAA is suitable mainly for the determination of

elements like La, Ce, Sm, Tb, Eu, Yb and Lu. CPAA can be applied

for the estimation of other rare earth elements in geological

samples at ppm to ppb levels in addition to some of the elements

that can be determined by NAA. Therefore, CPAA is also very

useful analytical tool for the estimation of REG in geological

matrices. The total knowledge of REE would help to place the

limits, in a better way, on the applicability of petrogenetic

model.

We have developed CPAA for geological materials using

radiochemical separation. Results of the determination of Eu,

ACD, BARC
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Pr, Sra, and Ho in geological standard (SY-3) are shown in Table-5

In addition we have also estimated the concentration of Er and Tin

but those need to be confirmed through reproducibi1ity and hence

not shown in the Table 5.

Rare elements like Gd, Tb and Dy produce relatively short

lived (3 to 8 hrs) activities by the bombardment of 40-MeV a-

particles used in the present investigation. Work is in progress

for the development: of alternate radiochemical separation

technique so that those elements can also be determined by CPAA.

Table - 5: Concentration of REE in International Geological

Standard (SY-3)

Element

Eu

Pr

Sm

Ho

Radioactive
product &
half-life

153Tb(2.34d)

l*3P»(265d)

l WOd(9.5d)

l67Trn(9.25d)

-ray energy
&

abundance
(keV)

211.9(32.5%)

742.0(38.0%)

298.5(22.6%)

207.0(41.0%)

Concentratior of REE
in ppm

Observed Reported

15.7 17

204.5 223

112.9 109

32.9 29.5
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16. Excitation function and fragment angular distribution in the

fission of Au-197 induced by He-ions in the energy range of

30 - 70 MeV

A.K. Pandey, R.C. Sharma. P.C. Kalsi and R.H. Iyer

The fission cross sections and fragment angular

distributions in the fission of Au-197 (2-79) excited with He-

ions in the energy range 30-70 MeV have been measured using the

sensitive fission track technique. The measured fission cross

sections vary from 11 microbarns at 30 meV to 16.8 aillibarns at

70 MeV. The data were analysed using a statistical model

expression to get the fission barrier, Ef as Tl-201 (compound

nucleus formed by the interaction of Au-197 and He-ion) and the

level density parameters! a n and af for neutrons eaission and

fission respectively.

The experiaental values are : Ef « 19.3:12.5 MeV; af » 16.75

MeV~ ; an • 1^.57 MeV~ . These values agree very well with the

best data available in the literature. The angular distribution

data is analysed to understand and the variation of anisotropy

ratios with excitation energy of the compound nucleus and to get

inforaation on the spin distribution and shape of the nucleus at

the saddle point.

In continuation of a systematic programme of work on the

fission properties of low 2 (2<8o) elements induced by light and

1—h

heavy ions , we have carried out measurements on the cross-

sections and fragment angular distribution in the fission of Au-

197 (2 • 79) excited with He-ions in the energy range 30 - 70 MeV
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using the sensitive fission track technique, t'hile studies on the

fission excitation function provide information on fission

barriers and level density parameters, those on fragment angular

distribution provide information on the spin distribution and

shape of the nucleus at the saddle point.

Targets of Au-197 of about 700 tig/cm thickness deposited on

high purity silver foils were irradiated at VECC, Calcutta with

Helium ion in the energy range 30-70 MeV. The fission events

recoiling out of the thin target in the backward direction with

respect to the incident beam of the a-particles were recorded

using a cylindrical lexan plastic track detector mounted in a

specially designed target assembly (Fig. 12). This arrangement

provided both the sensitivity and the necessary discrimination

against non-fission spa11ation reactions. With the present

geometrical arrangement, fragments recoiling in te backward

hemisphere over the laboratory angles 90° and 165° could be

measured.

After irradiation! the lexan detector foils were removed and

etched in 6 N NaOH at 60°C for 1 hour. Horizontal strips of the

detector at a fixed distance from the base which corresponded to

a fixed angle <jf .m.ssion of the fragment with respect to the

beam were scanned under an optical microscope. From the measured

2
track density (No. of tracks/cm ) at various laboratory angles

the fragment angular distributions were obtained. The angular

distribution measured in the laboratory system was transfered to

the centre of mass system and fragment anisoiropies were
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calculated. The absolute fission cross sections were calculated

by integrating the fitted anisotropy function and from a

knowledge of the integrated beam current and target atoms. The

cross—sections were also calculated by comparing the no. of

tracks in a specified area in the detector from the sample with

the No. of tracks in the same area, from a standard irradiated

under the same experimental conditions.

The measured fission cross sections and anisotropies for the

helium ion induced fission of Au-197 are given in Table 6 and

shown in Fig. 13. The measured fission cross sections vary from

4 197
Table - 6: He + Au (a,f)

». I-MS » J

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

67.4

62.5

57.6

52.7

47.8

42.9

38.0

33.1

28.2

Integral
method

16.79xl0~27

9.46xlO~27

7.74xlO"27

-27
3.20x10

—27
2.19x10

6.06xl0~28

19.50X10"29

29.30xl0"30

11.55xlO~30

Absolute
method

2O.llxlO~27

10.96xl0~27

8.99xlO~27

4.81xlO~27

— 27
2.63x10

7.17X10"28

2O.92xlO"29

28.3xlp~25

12.45xlO~30

22.59x10 2 5

22.06xl0~25

21.42xlO~25

20.62xl0~25

19.62x10~25

— 2*5
18.34x10

16.67xlO~25

14.42xlO~?5

11.30xl0"25

11 microbarns at 30 MeV to 16.8 millibarns at 70 MeV. The data

were analysed usirg a statistical model expression:
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"f/Pn = Ko a n [2a f
1 / 2 (E - E f ) 1 / 2 - 1]

4A2/3 af (E - Bn)

exp[2 af1'2 (E - Ef) 1 ' 2 - 2a,,1/2 (E - Bn)
1'2}

where G"f" and <3"j[ represent fission and total reaction cross

sections respectively. E is the excitation energy, Ef is the

fission barrier and Bn is the neutron binding energy. an and af

are the level density parameters for neutron emission and fission

respectively. A is the mass number of the compound nucleus, Ko is

a constant (taken as 10.7 MeV in this case). The total reaction

cross sections were calculated according to the optical model of

A 7

Huizenga and IgO using the ALICE computer code . A least square

fitting procedure was used to fit the experimental ff/tn values

of the theoretical equation to get the best fit values for Ef, af

and an. The best fit values were chosen on the basis of the sum

of squares of the deviation. Thus, we assign a value of 19.312.5

MeV for the fission barrier of the compound nucleaus Tl — 201

formed by the interaction of Au-197 with He - ions. The

— 1 —1
corresponding values of af and an are 16.75 MeV and 14.57 MeV

respectively. These values were compared with other available

data. These values agree very well with best data available in

the literature.

Fission fragments recoiling in the backward hemisphere were

detected in a cylindrical lexan track detector mounted in a

specially designed target assembly (which acted as a Faraday cup)

and which allowed measurments over laboratory angles from 90° -

165 (Fig. 14). The centre of mass transformation was done by



assuming symmetric fission with kinetic energies given by Viola

systematics . A preliminary analysis of the anisotropy data was

done by using standard saddle point statistical model. The

—1 2
approximate re latin "180/N90 ~ *• + < l "*(** K o w a s u s e d t o

2
calculate the anisotropy (A). The mean square spin <1 > of the

2
compound system was estimated with optical model. The Ko values

at different energies (30 to 70 MeV) were calculated using
g

effective moment of inertia, Jeff, derived from Back-et. al and

nuclear temperature (T) estimated as vE x/a where E x is the

saddle point excitation energy and a is the level density

parameter taken as AQN/Q. The analysis of angular distribution

data summarized in table-7. Prom the table-7 it is obvious that

EL
(MeV)

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

(a)
Ex(Sad)
(MeV)

42.66

37.97

33.28

28.59

23.91

19.23

14.55

9.87

5.20

Table

<1>2 optical
•R

446

404

361

320

276

233

189

145

100

- 7

Ko**(cal)

70.81

70.57

65.58

61.24

56.00

50.22

43.69

36.00

26.11

Ko2(exp)

125.3

83.5

127.1

100.1

109.5

51.5

52.5

47.7

16.7

^exp

1.89

2.21

1.71

1.80

1.63

2.13

1.90

1.76

2.50

A(cal)

2.49

2.43

2.38

2.36

2.23

2.15

2.08

2.0

1.96

Ex(sad) " Effective excitation energy at saddle point.

(a) - Estimated at the mean square spin of fissioning nuclei
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upto 45 NeV, experimental anisotropies follow expected trend.

After 45 NeV some anomalous effects are seen which may be due to

multichance fission. A more comprehensive analysis of the

experimental data iB underway to understand this phenomena more

clearly.
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17. Development of a PICO Second Life-Time Spectrometer for

Positron Annihilation Studies

P.K. Pujari, T. Datta and Satya Prakash

The rate of positron annihilation is directly proportional

tc the electron density at the annihilation site, the inverse of

which is the average lifetime of positron and commonly referred

to as "life-time"; hence the name life-time spectroscopy. In

this technique, the time spent by the positron in any medium i.e.

The interval between the birth and death of a positron is,

measured using either slow-fast or fast-fast coincidence

circuitry. A fast-fast coincidence spectrometer has been

developed and calibrated in our laboratory, to be utilised in the

positron annihilation experiments to probe various physico-

chemical phenomenon.

A lifetime spectrometer is either based on a slow-fast

coincidence or fast-fast coincidence techniques (Pig. 15,16).

The components in a slow-fast circuitry are a pair of plastic

scinti1lators along with PN tube and base, constant fraction

discriminators, preamplifiers, timing single channel

analyser(TSCA), delays, a fast coincidence unit (PC) and a time

to amplitude converter (TAC). The energy and timing outputs are

separately taken from the last dyanode and anode respectively.

On the other hand the fast-fast coincidence set up employs a pair

of plastic scinti1lators, constant fraction differential

discriminators (CFDD), delay, fast coincidence (FC) and a time-

to-amplitude converter (TAC). The energy and time pick-off is
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generated at the CFDD fed by the anode output of the PM tubes.

Thus it avoids two separate channels, one slow (energy) and one

fast (timing) as in slow-fast; hence called a fast-fast

coincidence circuitry. The working principle of a life time

22
spectrometer is as follows. Na is the suitable positron source

since the emission of positrons is followed by the emission of

1275 KeV gamma which is taken as start signal and the

annihilation 511 KeV gamma is taken as stop signal. The 1275 KeV

(start gamma) and 511 KeV (stop gamma) are picked up by the two

detectors and the respective timing pick-off signals are

communicated to the TAC through CFD (or CFDD) which measures the

time difference between these two. The respective energy signals

reach the fast coincidence unit either through the TSCA (or CFDD)

which checks the genuineness of the event, and, if it is a true

event then strobes the TAC to produce the output on the time

difference between the occurrence of 1275 KeV and 511 KeV, the

magnitude of which is converted to pulse height and recorded in

the multichannel analyser.

Development, Optimisation and Calibration of the Fast-Fast Life

time Spectrometer

A block diagram of the fast timing coincidence system is

given in fig. (16). This system came into regular use in the

early and mid eighties after the invention of constant fraction

differential discriminator (CFDD). Here, each time pick-off unit

is a CFDD which generates the timing information and determines

the energy range of interest simultaneously. If two detected

events fall within the selected energy ranges, and if they are



coincident within the preset resolving time of the fast

coincidence unit, the TAC is strobed to accept the delayed

precise timing pulses. Thus the TAC handles start-stop signals

only for events which are of correct energy and are coincident.

A positron lifetime spectrometer is optimised in terms of

both timing and energy performance. The detector element,

consisting of the scinti1lator, PMT and base and high voltage

power supply, are of critical importance. Proper optimisation of

the CFDD, energy and time calibration are also very important.

Plastic scintillator detectors are used for fast timing

spectroscopy in view of their fast rise time (0.4ns) and decay

time (1.4 ns). Recently BaF2 detectors are becoming increasingly

popular in LTS due to their fast risetime (2ns) and high density

(4.4gm/cc compared to 1.2 gm/cc) which increases the efficiency

and also improves the energy resolution. In the present set up

BC418 plastic scinti1lators were used along with RCA 8575

Photomultiplier tubes. Both the detectors were fed by a single

negative power supply source to reduce peak position shift in

case of voltage fluctuation. The CFDD (ORTEC 583) produce the

time pick-off by constant fraction mode. This method produces

negligible walk compared to other methods. The initial walk

adjustment is done by setting the readings of the walk test

points to -0.5mv, which should not exceed +/-5 mv after final

experimental adjustments. One very useful method of checking the

walk is to see a precise cross-over in the monitor signal

triggered by the CFD timing output signal. In addition to this

both the timing output signals can be fed to start and stop of
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TAC with finite delay in stop side. The TAC output then can be

amplified using a biased amplifier and timing dispersion (walk)

then can be seen and adjusted. The CP delay is another important

adjustment and depends upon the risetime of the PM tube anode

pulse. This is achieved by choosing a suitable cable length

matching the desired delay. The CF delay is calculated as:

CF Delay • (1.1) * (risetime) - 0.7ns

Since a cm length of 50-^- cable gives a propagation delay of 50

ps, the proper cable length can thus be chosen. The CFDD has r

built in SCA for energy discrimination. But its calibration

becomes difficult due to poor energy resolution of plastic

scintillators. In the plastic scintillators, the photo peaks are

completely absent and only the compton edges in the pulse height

distribution could be a guide to energy calibration. The

circuitry for energy calibration of the SCA's is shown in Fig.

22
17. Taking a Na source and keeping the lower (LLD) and upper

(ULD) gates of the SCA fully open, the pulse height spectrum iB

taken (Fig. 18a). The compton edges are indentified as shown in

fig. 18a. Next, the LLD is increased to a certain voltage and the

spectrum obtained is shown in fig. 18«. Utilising these two

information the energy vs voltage curve is obtained. This is

repeated for the ULD also. The ti«e callibration of the

multichannel analyser is carried out by feeding both the timing

output signal to start and stop of TAC with a delay in between.

By changing the delay and monitoring the shift in the peak

position the time dispersion per channel can be obtained. The

block diagram for time calibration is shown in fig. 19.
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The instrument has finite time resolution and this is

measured typically by using a Co source and keeping the SCA

gatings in the CFDDs corresponding to 511 and 1275 KeV. The

prompt spectrum or response function thus obtained with a 30%

window in SCAs had a FWHM of 230 ps and slope of 57 ps. The time

resolution for 1173 and 1332 KeV Co gamma rays was seen to be

210 ps. A typical life time spectrum (fig. 20) is essentially a

combination of decaying exponentials convoulted with this

response function.

The instrument was checked for calibration by measuring the

positron life-time in a well annealed, high purity aluminium

metal and the spectrum was analysed using RESOLUTION and

POSITRONFIT codes /2/, the basic mathematical model of which is

as follows:

Fj(t)-l/2 Ioj exp[-Xj(t-To-l/4>j62)]*[l-erf{l/2 >j6-(t-To)/(T)]

The obtained life-time value after source correction was seen to

be 165 lps, same as the exisiting literature data.
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18. Positron Annihilation Studies in Uranium Oxides

T. Datta, P.K. Pujari, A.K. Chaddha and Satya Prakash

Introduction: Positron annihilation studies in chemical

matrices provide information regarding formation of various

positron or positronium (Ps) states, their quenching modes and

momentum distribution of annihilating electrons - all depending

on the properties of the chemical matrix. The properties that

can be investigated are therefore anion density, electron

polarisibility, aspects of defects and vacancy traps, particle

size - free volume effects, presence of redox, paramagnetic or

adduct-forming species etc apart from electron momentum density

distribution as required for fundamental structural

investigation. In view of the rich potential of these techniques

it is worthwhile to investigate positron/Ps annihilation in

various types of compounds such as in binary oxides of non-

stoichiometric nature. In this paper, work carried out on

verious uranium oxides UO^. UO2.151 U4O9, U3O7 and U3O8 using

Doppler broadened annihilation radiation lineshape analysis

technique is described.

Experimental: The oxides UO2+X were prepared from starting

material U O 2 1 5 by heating in air at various temperatures while

U02 was made heating UO3 in hydrogen atmosphere and was sintered

subsequently. Structural confirmation was obtained from X-ray

diffraction in each case; surface area was measured in each case

a

Fuel Chemistry Division
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by BET method. Annihilation spectra for each oxide in powder

form were acquired using a Cu positron source in the fora of a

strand with a high resolution (1.0 KeV at 511 KeV) HPGe detector

system coupled to a Ail MCA at channel resolution 58 eV per

channel. The annihilation spectrum for each oxide sample,

acquired twice, was deconvoluted for detector response deduced

from pure gamma line of Ru. The deconvoluted intrinsic

spectra were resolved for various positron or Ps states using

standard PAACFIT code. Table- shows the intensities and widths

(KeV) of the various states along with the variance of fit

indicating goodness of the fit.

Results and discussion: In all the oxide (UOj+x) three

components were observed. The first component of width 1~ 0.7

KeV has relatively low intensity " 2% compared to a second

component of width 2 ~2.2 KeV with intensity ~ 10% while the

third component is widest, 3 "2.7 KeV having highest intensity

I3. It is so far established that in oxides \1\ and particularly

UO2 \2\ formation of Ps species occur. It is also known that a

low intensity, long lifetime component due to surface Ps state

forms in UO2 \2\. The first and second component observed in the

present case are therefore P-Ps and 0-Ps states in all

probability while the remainder of the intensity is accounted for

the widest third component arising due to the free positron

annihilation. The width of "2.7 KeV closely corresponds to

FWHM of angular correlation ( [̂  ) of "10 mrad for free

poositron annihilation. Since the present set of compounds are

powders with defects and vacancies, delocalised or Bloch states
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Ps that has very narrow momentum width or A E <0.3 KeV, are not

expected and not seen. Further, the Ps species observed may not

be pure but quasi-Ps (q-Ps) (both para and orth varieties)

species due to finite overlap of electrons from surrounding

matrix with positron or electron of Ps species. The narrow q-Ps

(para) species corresponds to localised states in traps of

typical dimension 3-4 A. Table-8 also shows the calculated

22effective anion density (n*.10 /cc) and particle size, n* was

calculated as \3\

where n«N f/A where N: Avogadro no., A«mol.wt., ^density, ^± :

no. of cation or anion per molecule, R is cation radius. It is

seen that both Ij and Ij for q-Ps states increase with n* or

anion density where lower particle size further favours the

observed q-Ps fraction (due to larger free volume). These

correlations strongly indicate that it is itinerant than anion

state-localised positron that give rise to q-Ps formation as seen

by Dertolaccini et al \3\ while mere 0/M ratio does not reflect

the same trend as anion density. The momentum component for O-Ps

in sintered UO2 shows width nearly same as that for positron due

to almost zero escape probability from bulk. For para q-Ps the

momentum width shows increasing trend with effective anion

density perhaps due to decreasing free volume with increasing

anin density.
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Table - 8 Experimental Data on U—oxides

Oxide U02.00 UO2.15 U4O9 U3O7 U3O8

R(A) sintered 976 1108 1215 999

n*(1022/cc) 5.40 5.77 6.08 5.94 5.13

fiCKeV) 0.66910.019 0.77210.016 0.79710.010 0.77610.004 0.70010.011

Ij(%) 1.8310.13 2.3110.23 2.1210.18 2.1010.0.14 1.6610.04

P 2(KeV) 2.60310.01 2.3410.03 2.2310.04 2.20010.005 2.1510.03

I2(%) 9.3310.06 10.8310.38 10.4410.12 10.3010.57 8.3410.04

p3(KeV) 2.7010.01 2.7110.02 2.7710.01 2.8010.01 2.7610.1

19. Alpha To Fission (a/f) Branching Ratio of Cm-244

P.C. Kalsi, A.K. Pandey, R.C. Sharma, S. Padalkar

and R.H. Iyer

Charged particles ranging from proton to fission fragments

can be registered with high sensitivity in CR-39 track detector.

As part of studies on the various parameters associated with

track registration and revelation of charged particles in CR-39,

we report here the experimental details and results on the

measurement of the a/f branching ratio of Cm-244 and compare it

with the values reported in the literature using other

techniques. The value measured by us is (6.97710.014)xlO .

Besides ensuring isotopic purity ofthe source and absence of

contamination, some special probleas arising out of the very high

alpha activity of Cm-244 as compared to that of Cf-252 needed

very careful consideration/study. This necessitated several
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experiments to optimise the conditions of exposure, detector

etching and track counting.

The importance of measurements of alpha emission to

spontaneous fission branching ratio of heavy radionuclides is two

fold: Firstly, it is amongst the most fundamental signatures of

heavy radionuclides and can be used for partial half life

measurement. Secondly, many transmutation reactions produce

heavy element isotopes in submicrogram quantities where detection

and identification are based on the understanding of their decay

both by spontaneous fission and alpha emission. The detection of

these particles and quantitative determination of their ratio is

an important step in the unambiguous identification of the heavy

element isotopes.

MacMurdo et.al have determined the half-lives and fission

to alpha branching ratio (f/a), of Curium isotopes using alpha

pulse height analyser for alpha counting and fission chambers,

surface barrier detector and Lexan track detector for counting

fission rate. The alpha to fission branching ratio of Cm-244 is

2
also reported by using the Semiconductor detector and Surface

3
barrier detectors . Charged particles ranging from proton to

fission fragments can be registered with high sennsitivity in CR-

39 track detector. In an earlier work we have used this unique

property of CR-39 alongwith sequential development of alpha and

fission tracks for determining the alpha to spontaneous fission

branching ratio of Cf-252. In the present work, we report the

experimental details and results on the measurement of the a/f

branching ratio of Cm-244 and compare it with the values reported
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in the literature using other techniques.

A planchetted Cm—244 source was used in this experiment.

CR-39 and CR-39 (DOP) detectors were used to register the tracks.

These detectors were exposed to the Cm-244 source in 2v geometry.

The exposure time varied between 30 sees.to 1 min. for recording

a tracks while for recording fission tracks it varied from 172

hrs. to 330 hrs. All etchings were done in 6N NaOH at 70°C with

magnetic stirring. The fission tracks were revealed after

etching for 1 hr. while a tracks were revealed after etching for

4 hrs. Tracks were counted under an optical microscope. The

average diameter of a-tracks was found to be 3.2 fim and fission

tracks 7.8 pan in the case of CR-39 detector. In the case of CR—

39 (DOP). the average diameters of a-tracks and fission tracks

were found to be 3.9 pm and 10.4 pan respectively. The track

densities and a/f ratio are given in Table-9. Table-10 shows the

Table - 9: a/f Branching ratio of Cm-244

S. Experiment Exposure Area No. of Td
No. No. time counted tracks #/cm/min.

a/f ratio
2K 4ir

CR-39
(DOP)

CR-39

10305
min.

30 sec.

30 sec.

19834
min.

1 min.

48.92 4513C

6.61

7.43

34.48

7.14

0.895

10298b 3.116xlO5 3.48xl05 6.98xlO5

11620b 3.128xlO5 3.495xlO5 6.99xlO5

5396 0.789

19657b 2.753X105 3.489xlO5 6.98xlO5

a = fission tracks
b = alpha tracks

Av. a/f ratio - (6.977±0.014)xl0v
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Fig . 21

A photomicrograph of alpha and fission

tracks in CR-39
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comparison of the a/f ratio found by the present method with the

ratio found by the other methods reported in the literature. A

photomicrograph of alpha and fission tracks in CR-39 is shown in

Fig.2| .

Table - 10: Comparison of the present method with the other methods

Sr. Method a/f ratio in 4w geometry Ref.No.
No.

1. Semiconductor detector 7.430x10 ± 0.010 2

2. SSBD 7.420xl05 t 0.035 3

3. SSNTD 6.977xl05 ± 0.014 Present method

Expected a/f ratio = 7.18x10 (IAEA value)

The data in Tables 9 and 10 show that the present Method

gives very precise and accurate value for the a/f branching

ratio. The method is quite simple and straight forward.

Generally, both a and fission fragments are recorded

simultaneously from the same source under the same experimental

geometry and for the same exposure time. This is possible if the

two half lives (for a and SF) are not very widely different from

252
each other as for example Cf . In the case of Cm—244, since

the half-lives differ from each other by several orders of

magnitude, this simple approach was not applicable and needed two

independent exposures. Another difficulty arises because of the

possible non-uniformity of the Cm-244 deposit necessitating the

scanning of as large an area (preferably the entire exposed area)

as possible. With proper understanding of these practical
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problems and taking the necessary care, it is possible to use the

present method to obtain accurate values for this ratio, as

clearly indicated by the results of this as well as our earlier

4
study .
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20. Application of SSNTDs in the measurement of low neutron

fluxes

R.C. Sharna, A.K. Pandey, P.C. Kalsi and R.H. Iyer

The results of experimental work done in our laboratory on

the use of Boron-CN detector system (> 90% enriched B ) as well

as U235-Lexan detector system (>93* enriched U 2 3 5) for the

measurement of very low neutron fluxes similar to those

encountered in recent reports of 'cold fusion' experiments are

presented. Details of the preparation of the detector

assemblies, calibration procedures, background neutron monitoring
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in the vicinity of the experimental set up, data evaluation etc.

are given. Typical results and their comparison with other

neutron measurement results using He detectors and some remarks

on the practical limits of detection sensitivity and conclusions

are presented.

10 7 235Neutron fluxes can be measured by B (n,cc) Li or U (n,f)
7

nuclear reactions and subsequently registering the a and Li

recoils in CN detectors. For thermal neutrons, the cross section

10 7is 38*0 barns for B (n,a)Li reaction which is about 6 times
O O R •€ |-|

higher than the fission cross section of U . Therefore, B

coated foils in 2 ir contact with CN detector are well suited for

monitoring very low neutron fluxes. There are many experimental

situations where steady state/continuous emission of extremely

low neutron fluxes need to be monitored over extended period of

time running into several days to several weeks. Here the

integral nature of SSNTDs can be most advantageously exploited.

Any electronic measuring device has the distinct possibility of

giving rise to suprious noise signals while operating for such

extended periods leading to erraneous results and conclusions.

Once such example is the recent report of continuous emission of

neutron fluxes of the order of 0.005 n/sec. during the

electrolysis of heavy water (D2O) using Palladium

cathode/Platinum anode and attributed to the so called 'cold

fusion' phenomenon . In this paper we report the application of

SSNTDs in the Measurement of very low neutron fluxes similar to

those encountered in recent reports of 'cold fusion' experiments.
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10 7Calibration experiments using the B(n,a) Li reaction:

Preparation and calibration of detectpr assemblies:

99.99% enriched B F3 gas obtained from Nuclear Physics

Division, BARC «a& dissolved in water. The amount of boron in

solution was determined by irradiating about 200 microlitres

solution in which CN detector strips were immersed at APSARA

reactor for 10 mina. along with boron standard solution (2fig/ml)

whose cone, was accurately known . The thermal column of APSARA

was used. The concentration of the solution was determined by

2 3
comparing the track densities ' . The concentration of boron was

found to be 890 /ig/ml. This solution was used as standard for

calibrating CN detector in contact with B coated in aluminium

2 10

plate of 2 cm area. The B was obtained from Electronic

Division, BARC in the form of a fine powder dispersed in mineral

oil. Very thin uniform sources of enriched boron (B ) on

aluminium foils were prepared by coating this mineral oil

solution of B with a fine brush and air drying. The thickness

of the deposit was determined by noting the area of the coatings

and weight of B. The detector assembly (CN in 2ir geometry with

B coated on Al-plate) was irradiated in APSARA reactor's

thermal column for 1 sec. The neutron flux was measured with the

above calibrated enriched boron standard solution using CN
7 2

detectors. The neutron flux was found to be 7.58x10 n/cm /sec.

The track density registered in B-CN detector assembly was

k 2
found to be 8.84x10 #/cm . Prom this, detection efficiency

was calculated. It was found to be 1.16x10 tracks per neutron.

It implies that if we get one track in CN- B assembly, that will
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correspond to approx. 1000 neutrons. Further calibration was

252
done by using a Cf neutron source (flux « 1.29 n/sec). The

detection assembly (CN-10B) was exposed to Cf 2 5 2 for 102.6 hours

(neutrons were thermalised by using a 1" thick polyethelene

2
block). 92 tracks were observed in a 5.8 mm area of the

detector (Td » 1.577xlO4 #/cm2 for 102.6 hours or 4.26xlO~3

2 —
#/cm / s e c ) . Neutron detection efficiency was found to be 3.3x10
3

tracks/neutron. Background correction was not done. That may
252

be the reason for getting higher efficiency in Cf exposure

than that of thermal column irradiation. The measurement of low

fluxes of thermal neutrons by using alpha-sensitive plastic

detectors in contact with the foil of Li or B has been used by

many workers .

235
Calibration experiments using the U (n,f) reaction

The calibration was also done by using U-foil in contact

with lexan for measuring neutron flux. The U-foil of area

2 2

4.48 cm (128 mg U/cm ) (i.e. an infinitely thick source) in

contact with lexan was irradiated at thermal column of APSARA

for 30 min. Neutron flux was measured using a 11.73 mg U/g

standard solution (using fission track technique). The

integrated flux was found to be 184x10 neutron/cm . The lexan

from detection assembly was taken out and etched at 60°C in

6N NaOH for 1 hour. The track density was found to be 6.38xlO5

2
#/cm . From this, neutron detection efficiency was calculated to

be 3.4xlO~ tracks/neutron. The fluence of neutron could be

measured by counting the fission tracks in a thin, track-

recording sheet in contact with a foil of fissionable material
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was suggested by Walker et al in 1963. For a thick foil (> 8

2 235

mg/ca ) of pure U which has a 582 barn cross section for

fission by thermal neutrons, the sensitivity of a plastic track

detector in contact with a thick fission foil is fiven by:

2 —3

P(track/ca ) • 6.75 X 10 tracks/neutron whereas for a thick

foil of natural U, the sensitivity is lower: P • 4.87 X 10~

tracks/neutron. If one portion of the foil and detector is

wrapped in a thick Cd foil so that only epitheraaland fast

neutron can penetrate the flux of thermal neutrons in a spectrua

that includes neutrons of higher energy can be determined froa

the difference between track densities in the unshielded and

shielded portions. These assemblies were used for aonitoring low

neutron fluxes during the electrolysis of DgO using palladium

cathode/platinua anode
Aluainiua sheets coated with enriched B and covered with

3
CN-85 plastic detectors were placed near the cell . These

7 10 7

detectors record both alpha and Li by the reaction B (n.a)Li .

An identical Boron-CN detector asseably was kept in the room for

continuous monitoring of the background. The electrolysis was

continued for a period of 104 days. Saall strips of the CH-

detectors were periodicaly and simultaneously removed form both

the assemblies (cell and background) etched in 3 N NaOH for 45

min. at 60 °C and counted. The track densities were compared. A

typical experimental set up is shown in Fig. 22. The efficiency

of the systea for detection of neutrons by the above reaction for

a-track registration on CN-85 was determined to be approximately

1 track/1000 neutrons.
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The alpha track density was converted into neutron fluxes

and these were compared with the corresponding background level

neutron fluxes as shown in figure 23. The neutron monitoring was

also done using a ring of 24 He detectors for a period of about

a week. The data are shown in figure 24. During this experiment,

the electrolyte temperature was being monitered using a Keithly

multimeter Model 175. No abnormal temperature rise was noticed

during the entire period of electrolysis.

Conclusions:

10 7
The results indicate that B(n,a) Li reaction can be

advantageously used for continuous monitoring of low levels of

neutrons over extended periods ranging from several days to

several months. The integral nature of the detection system

allows accumulation of data for such long periods while

electronic systems are liable to break down and give rise to

spurious results. The present data of figures 23a and 23b

clearly indicate that the level of neutron emmission if any, from

the electrolytic cell is in distinguishable from the background

levels. The present results therefore do not corroborate some of

the claims of high neutrons emission rates in such electrolysis

experiments and which are attributed to the so called "cold

fussion" phenomenon .
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21. Monitoring of Plutonium in High Active Waste Stream of PUREX

Process by Alpha Spectrometry

G.K.Gubbi, A.Ramaswami, Satya Prakash, P.R.Natarajan
Ik » «

P.V.Achutan , A.Madhusudan , A.Ramanujam ,

R.K.Dhumwad*

It is of vital importance to monitor the High Active Waste

(HAW) raffinate stream in a reprocessing plant so as to ensure

that plutonium losses are within the limits specified in the flow

sheet. Plutonium concentration in HAW samples is usually

estimated by Thenoyltrifluro acetone (HTTA) extraction

procedure.An alternate method which is simple,fast,having desired

accuracy and amenable to automation, was required to be

developed for Fuel Reprocessing Division. Plutonium monitoring

Fuel Reprocessing Division
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of planchetted samples by alpha spectrometry using surface

barrier detectors meets these requirements.The alpha spectrometry

was carriedCusing surface barrier detectors fabricated at TPPED)

out both in vaccum as well as in air and in both cases the

limiting conditions for plutonium analysis were derived.

242 241
Computational techniques for the stripping of Cm and An

were optimised.The analytical data was obtained for synthetic

mixtures of Am and Pu with Am/Pu ratios ranging from 1 to 10 as

well as for HAW samples. It was found that directly planchetted

sources can be analysed satisfactorily by alpha spectrometry in

air for monitoring plutonium in process streams where Aaericium

and solid contents are low.In the case of analysis of HAW samples

suitable dilution with nitric acid had to be carried out to

minimise the effect of degradation of alpha spectrum due to solid

content and pulse pile up effect of Beta, Gamma activity of

fissior products. A minimum of 1.5 x 10. ug. of plutonium is

required for satisfactory results. Transplutonium elements like

242 241
Cm and Am can also be estimated, if required.

22. Detection and Measurement of Ultra Trace Amounts of Actinide

Elements using SSNTD

R.H. Iyer, P.C. Kalsi, R.C. Sharma and A.K. Pandey

A technique was developed for the measuremnet of tub-

pi cogram quantitis of actinide elements in samples of soil,leaf,

hair, water etc. using the fission and alpha track detection

technique.
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The decay constants and thermal neutron fission cross—1/n

sections are unique properties of actinide elements, hence

by measuring the ratio of fission cross-section to the decay

constant, it has been possible to identify the actinide isotope

present in such trace amounts with a good degree of reliability.

The alpha tracks in the form of a cluster were recorded in solid

state nuclear track detectors (C*07 orCR-39) from the (jrain

containing sub-picogram amount of actinides (U-233, U-235, U-238,

Pu-239). The same sample was irradiated with neutrons from the

reactor and fission tracks were registered in lex-an from the

same grain in the form of a cluster. The ratio-iL- for U-233,

Pu-239, U-235 and U-238 were found to be 0.26xl08, O.16xlO9,

0.46x10 and 0.86x10 Cm" sec" respectively. By knowing

standard values of _£- ratio of actinides, it is possible to

identify unknown isotopes of these actinides. It was established

that the routine detection limits for natural and enriched

uranium was of the order of 100 picogram and one femtogram

respectively.
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II. ACTIMIDE CHBHI8TEY

23. Extraction of Aa(III) with dihexyl N.M-diethylcarbaaoyl

•ethyl phoaphonate

M.S. Murali, J.N. Mathur and P.R. Natarajan

Commercially available dihexyl N,N-diethyl carbamoyl methyl

phosphonate (CMP) (~ 50% pure) was purified by mercuric nitrate/

KCN method and its purity was checkd by elemental analysis. I.R.

and NMR spectra and by determining D^m at pH 2.0 (HNOs).

Extraction of Am(III) was done at a fixed CMP concentration (0.4

II) in benzene at various HNO3 concentrations. The distribution

ratio (D) values thus obtained are given in Table 11.

Table-11 : Distribution ratio of Am(III) at different HNO3

concentrations

M, [HNO3]

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.0

D

0.003

0.013

0.033

0.063

0.101

0.13<i

M, IHMO3]

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

D

0.369

0.573

0.609

0.492

0.455

The D value increases with increasing HNO3 concentration

upto 4.0 H and then it decreases.
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In the CMP variation experiments at fixed (3.0 M) HNO3; the

plots of log D (D values were corrected for NO3 complex ing of

Am(III), acid uptake by CMP and also for the unionised nitric

acid) vs. log [CMP] gave slope of 2.7 suggesting the formation of

.3CMP by given by equilibrium:

Am3|a) + 3NO3(a) + 3 CMP{o) ^ V Am(N03) 3. 3CMP(o) (1)

The CMP variation experiments were also done at a fixed HNC^end

TBP or T0P0 concentrations. Prom these experiments the plots of

log D vs. log [CMP] gave straight lines of lower slope of nearly

2.4. TBP and TOPO variation experiments have shown the formation

of mixed species with these mixtures due to partial replacement

of CMP by TBP or TOPO. Such a reaction with a mixture of CMP and

TBP may be written as:

Am3|a) + 3NO3(ay + (3-x) CMP(o) + x TBP -̂ --̂  Am(N03)3.(3-x) CMP.

xTBP(o) ....(2)

Extractant loading experiments were carried out by taking

the mixture of 0.4 CMP and 0.8 TBP in benzene. In the aqueous

241

phase Nd(III) was taken in macroconcentraton using Am tracer

at 3.0 M HNO3. Table 12 gives the percentage loading of Nd(III)

under these conditions. Third phase formation was not observed

even at the highest neodymium concentraton. Under those

conditions Nd(III) could be loaded up r* 50% of the CMP

concentretion at the highest Nd concentraton taken. Am could

easily be back extracted quantitatively (99.8%) by pH 2.0 (HNO3)

from the loaded organic phase CMP + TBP but from the loaded CMP +

TOPO phase back extraction was much less ( ̂~> 7OX). The

thermodynamic parameter reaction (2) were evaluated by
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Table 12 : Loading of CMP + TBP extractant in benzene with

241Nd(III) containing Am tracer

Nd(III) M
Initial cone.

Nd(III) M
in org. phase

X Loading
of CMP

1.136 x 10

..-2

-2

2.271x10

4.542 xlO

,-2

-2

6.814x10

9.085x10
-2

1.136x10-1

1.363x10-1

1.821x10
-1

5.72x10-3

1.13x10-2

2.26x10
-2

3.31x10-2

4.42x10-2

5.52x10-2

6.40x10-2

6.58x10
-2

3

7

14

20

7.6

33

38

51

temperature variation method. The log K values at four

temperatures are given in Table 13.

Table-13 : Equilibrium constant values for the extraction of

Am(III) by mixture of CMP + TBP in benzene

Temp.

10

25

40

50

Log K

0.99+0.01

0.73+0.01

0.51+0.01

0.35+0.02

The thermodynamic parameters computed froa the above data

are A G (-4.16+0.08 KJ mole~1),AH (-27.9 + 0.3 KJ •ol«"1) and

A s (-80+2 J Hole"1 deg"1). It is clear that the two phase reaction
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(2) is stabilized by enthalpy and opposed by entropy.

From this study it is concluded that Am(III) oan effciently

be extracted from 2-3 HNO3 solutions by the mixture of CMP and

TBP in benzene. Efficient loading of Am(III) and 1001 back

extraction are the salient features of this procedure. Further it

will be advisable to extract Am(III) at ambient or slightly lower

temperature and back extract from the loaded organic phase art

elevated temperatures to get maximum possible recovery of Am by

this procedure.

2k. Extraction chromotographic studies of Actinides and

Lanthanides with CMP impregrated chromosorb.

M.S. Murali, J.N. Mathur and P.R. Natarajan

CMP (dihexyl N.N-diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate) was

impregnated on an inert support chromosorb (100-120 mesh),

styrene divinyl benzene polymer) and has been used in the

extraction chromotographic studies of actinides (UOj*, Pu(IV) and

Am(III)) and lanthanides (Pn(III) and Eu(III).

In order to load a large amount of extractant on the support

3.5 g of chromosorb and 4.3 g of CMP in 301 methanol-water

solution were shaken overnight. CMP adsorbed chroaosorb (CAC)

thus obtained was washed with 20% methanol-water solutin, air-

dried and was used for the experiments. 1 ml of the aqueous phase

(pH 2.0 (0.2 M in case of Pu(IV)) to 6.0 N in HNO3 containing

2 3 3U, Pu (mainly 239), 241Am, 147Pm and 1 5 2' 1 5 4Eu activities
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separately were shaken with /v 100 ing. of the CAC. The

distribution ratio, D has been calculated as (Ai-Af). V where Ai

Af II

and Af are the activities of the tracers in initial and final

solutions, V and M are the solution volumes and weight of CAC

respectively. Table 14 gives the D values of the actinides and

lanthanides at different acidities.

Table - 14: Distribution ratio of U02 "
M\ Pu(IV), AM(III), PM(III)

and Bu(III) at different nitric acid concentrations

Metal
ion

vd?
Pu(IV)

Am(III)

Pm(III)

Eu(III)

pH 2.0

0.660

53.08
(at 0.2M)

0.746

0.0370

0.379

0.

15.

157

3

2

1

Distribution

5 M

22

.8

.48

.81

.35

1.0 N

27.43

263.5

6.83

6.76

3.84

ratio

2.0 M

67.64

639.9

9.07

17.42

8.89

at [HN03]

3.0 N

120.47

966.8

39.68

29.13

19.79

4.5 M

236.78

1133.9

62.

51,

37,

.00

.55

.19

6.0

365.

M

55

1419.1

106

71

53

.55

.32

.26

It can be seen that the D values for all the metal ions increase

with increasing concentration of HNO3. This behaviour is

different from that observed during the solvent extraction

studies of these systems where the D values were found to

increase upto "VJ4M nitric acid and then it starts decreasing.
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25. Extraction of Actinides, Lanthanides and a few fission

products from nitric acid solutions by Mixture of octyl-

phenyl N.N-diisobutylcarbaaoylaethylphosphine oxide

and tributylphosphate in dodecane

*
M.S. Murali, J.N. Mathur, P.R. Natarajan, L.P. Badheka

and A. Banerji

Extraction of actinides U(VI), Pu(IV) and A M ( I I I ) ,

lanthanide Pm(III) and other cations of relevance in the Purex

process high level acid waste (HLAW) solutions such as Zr(IV),

Fe(III), Ru(III) and Pd(II) has been carried out with a Mixture

of octylphenyl N.N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosptiine oxide

(CMPO) and tributylphosphate (TBP) in dodecane.

CNPO has been prepared in Biorganic Division and it was

purified by Mercuric nitrate/KCN Method and also by successive

treatment with macroporous cation (H+) and anioa (0H~) for* of the

resins. The purity of CNPO was checked by IR and H and P NMR

spectroscopy and by determining D A m at pH 2.0 (HNO3).

The extraction of above metal ions was carried out with 0.2

M CMPO + 1.2 11 TBP in dodecane at varying concentrations of HNO3.

Table 15 gives the D values under such conditions.

Bioorganic Division
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Table-15: Distribution ratio of metal ions at various aitric acid

concentrations.

Metal
ion

U(VI)

Pu(IV)

Am(III)

Pm(iri)

Zr(IV)

Fe(III)

Ru(III)

Pd(II)

PH
2.0

-

-

0.03

-

-

0.002

0.14

0.28

0.2 M

77.1

238.7

2.07

1.63

-

0.008

0.25

0.25

0.5 M

115.7

1045.3

7.74

5.73

-

0.02

0.27

0.17

HN03

1.0 N

145.1

1647.8

14.91

11,06

0.63

0.04

0.25

0.10

2.0 11

-

-

23.12

17. 19

0.91

0.14

0.21

0.04

3.0 M

240.0

3299.0

22.25

19.88

0.92

0.37

0.20

0.02

4.5 11

—

3500.2

22.25

20.49

0.99

1.37

0.15

0.01

6.0 M

265.7

-

19.1

21.5

1.52

7.54

0.08

0.004

It can be seen that in the case of U(VI), Pu(IV), Am(III)

and Pm(III) the D values increase with increasing HNO3

concentration upto 2.0 M and then it almost remains constant. For

Zr(IV) and Fe(III) the D values increase while in the case of

Pd(II) it decreases with increasing HNO3 concentration. In the

case of Ru(III) the D value first increases upto w 1.0 M HNO3 aad

then it decreases with increasing HNO3 concentrations.

TBP concentration (0.6 - 1.4 N) variation experiments with

all the above used metal ions at fixed CMPO aad HNO3

concentration* have shown that TBP is not one of the moieties in

the species extracted into the organic phase. The CMPO

concentration (0.01 - 0.2 M) variation experiments in the above
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systems have shown that the D values increases with increasing

CMPO concentration. Also this gives information on the number of

the CMPO molecules attached to each metal ion in different

systems.

It could be concluded that the actinides and Pm(III) present

in HLAW solutions could be efficiently extracted by 0.2 M CNPO +

1.2 M TBP in dodecane leaving behind most of the fission

products.

26. Double sulphates of Pu(III) and Lanthanides

P.N. Iyer and P.R. Natarajan

Studies on the double sulphates of Pu(III) with potassium

2
and ammonium have shown that they are isomorphous to the

corresponding lanthanide double sulphate and that Pu(III) is nine

coordinated by sulphate and water oxygens. However, the heavier

lanthanides, particularly lutetium form double sulphate

dihydrate1, rather than the NH^LnC 804)2.^20 (tetrakydrates)

type compounds obtained for Pu(III) and lighter lanthanides. As

the dihydrates, NH/fLn(SO4>2.2H2O have not been reported in the

literature, the characterisation of these compounds is reported

here.

26.1 Aramounium lanthanide double sulphate dikydrate NH4L.MSO4).

2H2O [Ln-Er, Tm, Yb, Lu and Y]

The compounds were crystallised from 0.2 to 1.0 H

solution of corresponding rare-earths and excess of ammonium
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SAMPLE WT. • 104-74 mg

TG RANGE • 20mq

OTA RANGE • I O O J I V

RATE OF HEATING -IO*C/mln

FIG.25 DTA AND TG CURVES OF NH4Tm(S04) • 2 H.,0
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sulphate at ambient temperature. However, the compounds,

NH^Er(SO4)2-2H2O and NH^YCSO/,^. 2H2O were prepared by fractional

crystalIsation as the first crystalline fractions were the

corresponding tetrahydrates. The compounds NK^Er(SO/t>2.2H2O could

also be prepared by controlled evaporation at about 60+5 C from

Er2(SO^>3 solution containing excess A.R. (NH^^SOi,.

The compounds were analysed by standard chemical methods.

Water of crystallisation was obtained from the weight loss

recorded using Model TGD-7000-RH thermobalance in flowing air.

The analytical results arc given in Table 16 and agree the valuers

expected for the composition NH^LnCSO^)2-2H2O.

The thermal decomposition reactions of NH^Ln( SO^)2•2H2O

compounds were similar and agreed with the percentage weight loss

for the following reaction scheme.

A typical thermogram of NH/jTm(SO/,)2.2H2O is shown in fig. 25. The

sharp and well defined endothermic peak was used to calculate the

heat of dehydration of the compounds, after calibrating the DTA
3

apparatus using KCIO4. The area under the DTA peak, ABC in fig.

25, was obtianed by taking the sum of the number of the 0.05 sq.

cm. in area and appropriate weightage were given for each

fractional division. The temperature of dehydration, the DTA

temperature range and the average value of heat of dehydration

obtained from three independent measurements of the DTA peak area

for each compound are given in Table 17. That the heat of

dehydration, obtained by the above method was sufficiently
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Table-16: Anaytical Results of NH^Ln(80^)2•2H2O.

Metal Nitrogen* Metal % Sulphate % H20 (T.G.) %

Found Calcu- Found Calcu- Pound Calcu- Found Calcu-
lated lated lated lated

Er 3.45+0.09 3.39 40.4+0.6 40.47 47.10±1.0 46.45 8.72+U.l 8.72

Tm 3.43+0.07 3.37 41.30+0.8 40.72 47.3+1.0 46.27 8.67+0.1 8.67

Yb 3.46+0.16 3.34 41.40+0.6 41.29 46.3+0.8 45.82 8.60+0.1 8.59

Lu 3.40+0.14 3.32 41.80+0.6 41.57 45.9+1.0 46.12 8.46+0.1 8.47

Y 4.20+0.10 4.18 26.*+0.5 26.55 57.5+1.0 5^.33 10.68+0.1 10.75

Table-17: TG and DTA data and heat of dehydration of

2H20

Metal Temperature range Temperature range Heat of dehydration
of DTA (°C) dehydration (°C) KJ mole"

185 120.9+1.7

178 122.2+2.0

173 125.9+1.7

165 133.0+2.5

180 122.6+1.7

accurate was established from the heat of solution measurements

on a typical compounds, NIl/,Lu(S0/, )2- 2H2O using an indigenously

fabricated isoperibol solution calorimeter of sensitivity of +0.3

Joules. The heat of dehydration of NH^Lu(SO^)2.2Hj was found to

be 41.28 KJ mole'1 at 25°C from the difference in heat of

solution of hydrated and anhydrous compound. The heat of

dehydration at 165°C (temperature of dehydration) was obtained by

Er

Tm

Yb

Lu

Y

140-225

135-215

130-210

125-205

125-205
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calculating the temperature effect on the reaction:

+ 2 H2O(g)

This is equal to the heat required to convert two noles of H20

from 25° C to the gaseous state at 165°C. It was calculated using

Kirchoff's equation and found to be 48.18 KJ moles . The heat

of dehydration of NH/,Lu(S0^)2. 2H2O was thus found to be 137.64 KJ

mole" and showed satisfactory agreement with value of 133+2.5 KJ

mole" obtained by OTA method.

The IR spectra of the compounds were recorded with the

samples dispersed in nujol or hexachlorobutadiene mulls using

model PU 9500 infrared spectrophotometer. The compounds showed

absorption bands in the same region indicating their structural

similarity. The observed maxima for the absorption frequencies of

a typical compound NH^Lu(SO4)2*2H2O are listed in Table 18 where

they are corclated with the fundametal modes of various groups.

The x-ray powder data of all the NH/, Ln (SÔ ,) 2 • 2H2O compounds were

indexed on a monoclinic unit coll. The space group was found to

be P-21/c from the systematically absent reflections viz hoi with

1 odd and oko with k odd. The crystal data arc summarised in

Table 10 and show that all the NH^LnfSOi,^-2H2O compounds are

isostructural. The cell dimensions, monoelinic symmetry and space

group derived from powder data were confirmed from the

oscillation and Weisenberg photographs taken along the b axis of

a single crystal of NH^Lu(80^)2-211^0. The crystal data of the

compound indicate that they are isomorphous to KLu(8O^)2-2HjOf
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Table-18: IR absorption frequencies, 400-2L nm~ range for

Assignment Observed Assignment Observed
frequencies frequencies

HoO 3480 m I(S0A) 995
3400 in

3(NH/,) 3260 m, b ^(SO^) 670 vs

605 vs

(H20) 1640 vs 570 m

^(NH4) 1440 vs, b 2<S04> *93 8» b

+
Lu(0H2)wag

3(SO/,) 1195 m

1165 m Lu-0H2 stretch 420 m

1100 s

1075 m (OH...0) 240 w

1020 vs

vs, very sharp; s, sharp; m, medium; w, weak; b, broad.

Table-19 : Crystal data. Space group P21/C Z = 4

Ele- a(A) b(A) c(A) P(deg) (A3) «l>s caJU
ment g.c«~ g.crn"

Er 11.124(5) 7.913(5) 10.060(5) 96.78(4) 879.4(0) 3.12

Tin 11.141(6) 7.892(6) 10.046(0) 96.89(6) 877.0(1.0) 3.14(4) 3.14

Yb 11.145(4) 7.880(4) 10.039(6) 96.81(5) 875.4(5) 3.18

Lu(a) 11.195(6) 7.846(4) 9.990(6) 96.85(5) 871.2(8) 3.19(4) 3.21

Y 11.214(5) 7.905(3) 10.036(5) 96.65(3) 883.6(7) 2.52(4) 2.52

(a) Single crystal data a » 11.20 A; b * 7.84 A; c « 10.0 A; p • 97°
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5
in which potassium and lutetium ions are eight coordinated . The

+3eight coordination of Lu ion is satisfied by the two water

oxygens and six oxygens from two bridging type sulphate groups.

The I.R. evidence and structural isomorphism to KLu(SO4>2>2H2O,

3+
leads to the conclusion that the Ln ion in all the

NH4Ln(SO/,>2> 2H2O is eight coordinated. The observed decrease in

the cell volume of the compounds is consistent with the decrease

+3 +1
in ionic radii (Y • 1.154 and Lu • 1.117) reported for eight

coordinations .

26.2 Ammonium Lanthanide double sulphate monohydrate.

In the course of the preparations of NH^ErCSO/,^-2H2O by

controlled evaporation of erbium sulphate solution with excess

ammonium sulphate, a new phase was obtained along with the

dihydratic phase as indicated by the x-ray powder diffraction

pattern of the product. This new phase could be prepared free of

the diliydrate phase when the evaporation was carried out above

80 and was structurally different from the dihydrate phase.

Preliminary chemical analysis and thermal dehydration studies

showed the composition of the phase to be NHi,Er(S0/f)2-H2O.

Further work is in progress to characterise this compound and

explore the possible existence of similar phases for other

lanthanides.

26.3 Ammonium Pu(III) sulphate monohydrate.

Attempt to prepare ammonium plutoniua(III) sulphate
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monohydrate phase from freshly prepared Pu(III) solution and

excess ammonium sulphate by evaporation under flowing helium gave

an anhydrous double sulphate. Chemical analysis and thermal

decomposition studies of" the compound showed it to be NH^Pu(III)

(SO 4) 2.

26.4 Thallium Pu(III) and lanthanide double sulphates.

The ionic radius of thallium is close to that of NH4 . As

the NH4 forms a number of hydrated double sulphates with

lanthanides and a tetrahydrate with Pu(III), it would be of

interest to investigate the double sulphate of Pu(III) and

lanthanides with thallium(I). Preliminary preparative studies

were carried out with thallium sulphate and neodymium and

samarium sulphate in stoichiometric ratio in dilute sulphuric

acid medium at ambient conditions. Nd and Sm were chosen as their

ionic radii are close to Pu(III) and could act as stand in for

Pu(III).

The double sulphates separated from the solution for

neodymium and samarium gave different x-ray powder diffraction

pattern. Thermal dehydration studies showed that the neodymiua

double salt lost two molecules of water while the samarium salt

lost four molecules of water, if the composition of the double

sulphates are assumed to be Tl Nd(SO4)2.2H2O and Tl Sra ( SO*,) 2 • 4H2O

(based on the stoichiometry of starting composition). Further

work is in progress to characterise these compounds.
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27. Extraction of Am(III) with Dinonylnaphthalene sulphonic acid

in the presence of Kryptofix 22

P.K. Mohapatra and V.K. Manchanda

Due to the large hydration energies; of high oxidation state

cations, their interaction with crown others have been found to

be too weak to be measured in aqueous phase /I/. Recent studies

in non aqueous media have revealed that lanthanides as well as

uranyl ion form distinctly stronger complexes with diaza crown

ethers than those with analogous crown ethers /2,3/. It was

thought of interest to investigate the aqueous couplexaticn
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behaviour of a typical actinide ion, Am(III) with diaza-18-crown-

6 (K22) and compare the results with those of 18-crown-6 (18C6).

In our earlier work, picrate was used as an organophilic

anion to extract the cationic macrocyclic complex of Am(III) /I/.

During the present studies it was observed that Am(III) does not

extract towards the organic phase even in the presence of K22. It

is apparently due to the fact that the protonated form of K22

itself extracts towards the organic phase as ion—pair with

picrate anion. An alternate cation exchanger DNNS has been used

in the present work.

DNNS is known to extract metal ions by micellar mechanism.

As a consequence! dependancy of metal ion extraction on DNNS

concentration is independent of the charge on metal ion. It is

observed during the present work that the extraction of Am(III)

at pH 2.0 follows expected micelle mechanism in the DNNS

—4- —3
concentration range 6x10 M to 1x10 M.

Fig. 26 suggests that the extraction of Am(III) in the

presence of K22 follows micellar mechanism only in a limited DNNS

concentration range whi.-h is a function of macrocyclic ligand

concentration. Ensor et. al. during their investigations of the

system Ln(III)/15C5/DDNS/Toluene have suggested the possibility

of extraction of mixed species of the type LnL Nan_3 (DDNS)n

(where L « 15C5) /4/. These authors did not offer any explanation

for the decrease of distribution coefficient values with increase

—4
of 15C5 concentration beyond 1x10 H.
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To get a better picture of the nature of extraction in the

present work, variation of D^m waB also studied as a function of

K22 concentration. Slope of -1 observed in Log D/^ Vs. Log [K22]

plots at pH 2.0 with [LNNS] • 3 x 10"3 M as well as (DNNS] «

—4
6x10 confirmed the formation of 1:1 species in the aqueous

phase. Possibility of the extraction of the complex species

towards organic phase by the formation of ion pairs with DNNS~

rather than micelle formation is not ruled out. Similarly! there

is also a possibility of protonated K22 itself forming ion pairs

with DNNS~. It is required to know the aggregation number of DNNS

as well as cone, of K22 at equilibrium to discount or

substantiate any of these possibilities.
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28. Extraction Behaviour of Plutonium(IV) and Neptunium(IV) with

3-PhenyI-4-Benzoy1-5-1soxazo1one

V.K. Manchanda and P.K. Mohapatra

Beta-diketones form a fascinating class of analytical
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reagents for the separation and determination of •etal ions.

Heterocyclic ring moieties like pyrazole and isoxazole are

responsible for widening the scope of betadiketones as versatile

extractants at relatively high acidities. Solvent extraction

behaviour of Pu(IV) and Np(IV) with HPBI in tolune has been

investigated and compared with that of TTA. Results of the

experiments performed to separate trace concentrations of Pu fro*

U and Np have been included in this report.

Delocalisation of the negative charge in the isoxazolone

group is responsible for the exceptionally low pKa value (1.12)

of HPBI. As a consequence, this reagent has been found to be an

excellent extractant for several bivalent metal ions [1). On the

other hand very limited data is available on tetravalent ions. We

have reported the extraction constants of Pu(IV) and Am(III) with

HPBI as significantly larger than those with HTTA [2]. During the

period under this report, the stoichiometry of the extracted

species was ascertained as Np(PBI)^ with extraction constants as

(log kex * 11.2). This value is significantly larger as compared

to the corresponding value for HTTA i.e. (log. kex • 5.7). Lower

value for Np(IV) as compared to that of Pu(IV) (log kex - 13.3)

appears to be due to it's lower ionic potential.

Quantitative extraction of Np(IV) (>99X) was observed with

0.05 M HPBI in tolune from HCIO4 (upto 5 M), HC1 (upto 3 N) and

HNO3 (upto 1 M). Table 20 shows that in HCIO* medium, extraction

of Np is even better than that of Pu. Fig. 27 shows the extraction

behaviour of Pu(IV) with HPBI as well as HTTA. It is observed

that under identical reagent concentration (0.05 M) whereas
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Table-20: X age Extraction of Pu(IV) and Np(IV) with HPBI (0.05 M)

from different mineral acids

Acid
Nor-
mal ity

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

Pu(IV)
HCIO4

100

99.3

98.7

99.2

97.2

96.2

91.3

82.3

43.0

15.0

Np(IV)
HCIO4

100

100

99.7

99.9

100

96.3

97.3

91.7

-

16.2

Pu(IV)
HC1

100

100

100

99.5

96.8

97.2

95.6

-

-

-

Np(V)
HC1

100

99.7

99.5

93.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pu(IV)
HNO3

100

100

100

100

99.0

94.6

82.3

62.2

-

-

Hp(IV)
HNO3

100

100

98.5

97.2

94.7

83.1

69.6

47.3

-

1.3

quantitative extraction of Pu(IV) at 5 M HNO3 is possible with

HPDI, there was negligible extraction with KTTA. It was observed

during the present work that 0.05 II HPDI coextracts 78.5% of Np

at 5 N HNO3.

28.1 Separation of Pu and Nj>

Stripping behaviour of Pu(IV) and Np(IV) fro* organic

extract containing 0.05 II PBI in tolune was invostgated with

several reducing and complexing agents. Hydroquinene (HQ) was

found to be more promising than both hydroxylaain* hydroch1oride

and oxalate ion as stripping agent for Pu(IV). Results obtained

with (HQ) are suaaariscd in Table 21. It was interesting to
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Table-2l: Stripping behaviour of Plutonium from Pu(IV) extract

with 0.05 M PBI in tolune using hydroquinone as the

reducing agent

Cone, of
Hydroquinone

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.075

0.05

0.025

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

HC1
Normality

1.1

2.2

3.3

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.4

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

X age
stripping

53.0

92.9

98.6

99.6

99.5

99.5

99.2

observe that whereas >95% stripping of Pu was achieved with 0.1 M

HQ + 3 M HC1, only 201 of Np could be back extracted under

indentical conditions. Using a coaplexing Mixture of 0.1 N (NH^)}

C2O4 + 0.1 M H2C2O4, 45% of Np could be back extracted.

28.2 Separation of trace cone, of Pu from Uranium

Analytical application of HPBI for the quantative separation

of plutonium (2xlO~5 M) from 4.2 x 10~3M uranium in 4.4 M HC1

medium was explored and results obtained using 0.05 M reagent as

extractant and 4.4 M HC1 + 0.C25 II hydroquinone as strippant are

233
summarised in table 22. Absence of any U (used as tracer) in

the extract solution was confirmed by alpha spectrometry.

Application of HPBI for analytical separation has thus been

successfully demonstrated in the present work.
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Table-22 : Extraction and Stripping behaviour of Pu(IV) in the
_3

presence of 4.2 x 10 N uranium (cone, of B-diketone

- 0.05 M)

% age extraction

(4 M HCl)

% age stripping

O N HCl + 0.025 K

hydroqui none)

HTTA

1.6

100

HPMBP

98.9

'U.I

HPBI

100

98.6
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29. Synergisim of Plutjnium(IV) with l-Phenyl-3Methyl-4-Benioyl-

Pyrazol-5-one and Tricotylphosphineoxide

P.K. Mohapatra and V.K. Manchanda

Synergism in actinides has been extensively investigated

employing p-diketones as chelating agents and several oxodonors

as neutral adducts. The synergistic enchancement was found to b*

particularly large for divalent end trivalent cations. This waB

explained as due to the substitution of water Molecules present

in the simple chelates by the more basic oxodonor (phosphine

oxide/sulphoxide/amine oxide) molecule thereby making the ternary

adduct much more organophilic. On the other hand, tetravalant
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actinides ions displaying cowon co-ordination no.8 are normally

extracted towards the organic phase as anhydrous chelates by the

B-diketones. Therefore, relatively saaller synergistie

enhancement is observed with such ions as the organophilic nature

of the nine co-ordination adduct foraed with neutral oxodonor is

not significantly larger than the corresponding siaple 8-

diketonate.

Role of structure of B-diketone in synergisa of uranyl ion

was well investigated where reciprocal linear relation between

the acid dissociation constant of the betadiketone and the

synergistic extraction constant suggested that the oxodonor like

tributylphosphate in exerting its synergistic effect noraalizes

out any steric problem and allows the full potentiality of the

acid strength of the chelating ligand to be realised. On the

other hand, steric problems appear to play a proainent role in

2+
the synergisa of UO2 ion when pyrazolones are eaployed as beta-

diketones.

On the basis of acid dissociaton constants aetal chela+c of

PMBP (pKa 4.01) and DNPP (pKa 2.00) are expected to interact

strongly with an oxodonor coapared to those of TTA (pKa • 6.24).

Qualitatively, whereas the order indeed was observed with uranyl

- PMBP chelates, reversal in the trend with chelates of Aa(III)

with both the pyrazolcnes was observed. It was thought of

interest to investigate the synergisa for a tetravalent actinide

ion using PMBP as chelating ligand and coapare it with the

enhancement observed when TTA is eaployed as the betadiketone.
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This report summarises the studies carried out on

Pu(IV)/PMBP/TOPO/Tolune system. TOPO was chosen as the auxiliary

ligand as it is one of the strongest neutral oxodonor known. It

was required to keep the ratio of the concentration of PBMP to

TOPO > 5 to ensure predominant extraction of the species

Pu(PMBP)/,. TOPO towards the organic phase.

It has been reported that the synergistic species extracted

by TTA/TOPO from nitric acid media contains nitrate ion while the

species is given by Pu(NO3)x(TTA)^_x.y.T0P0 (where x varies fro»

1 to 4 and y from 1 to 2).

In order to determine the adduct formation constant of TOPO

in species like Pu(X)4.T0P0 (where x is the 8-diketone) all

extractions in the present work are carried out froa weakly

complex ing HCIO4 media. Results obtained on dependency of log (D

- Do) or log D on log [H+], log [HPMBP], and log [TOPOJ are given

in Table 23. It was observed that the species Pu(PMBP)4.TOPO axe

Table-23: Variation of log (D - Do)/log D with the logarithm of

[H+], [PMBP] and [T0P0] i.s. * 1 M; temp « 25°C

Variable Parameter
range

Dependency
observed

Experimental condition

[HPMBP] - 2.87 x 10~*M
[TOPO] • 2.59 x 10 M

IH+J « 1 M _
[TOPO] - 2.59 x 10~°H

[H+] 0.6 M to 1.0 M

[PMBP] • 2.87xlO~*M to
5.16 x 10 M

[PMBP] » 5.30 x 10~*M to
9.54 x 10"Zn

[TOPO] « 1.55 x 10 M to
7.76x10 M

- 3.9

3.8

3.8

1.0

£H+] 1 M
NO.TOPO
[H*J » 1 M
[PMBPJ 3.53 z 10 H
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predominantly extracted from 0.6 M to 1.0 M HCIO^ with HPMBP in

—4 —4
the concentration range 2.87 x 10 M to 5.16 x 10 M and TOPO

—5 —5
in the concentration range 1.55 x 10 M to 7.0 x 10 M.

On increasing the ratio of concentration of TOPO to PMBP

above 0.5 it was observed that the slope of the straight line

plot of log (D - Do) vs log [TOPO] increases to 1.5 indicating

the co-extraction of species with two TOPO molecules towards the

organic phase. Under higher TOPO concentration range, dependency

of log D on log [H+J as well as on log [PMBP] did not agree with

the co-extraction of the species Pu(PMBP)^.2T0P0. Experiment

carried out with varying the concentration of perch1orate ion

indicated a elope of 0.8 when log D was plotted against log

[C10<,~] which suggests that species like Pu(PMBP)^_x (C10i»)x. y

TOPO is probably getting extracted.

Assuming the co-extraction of the species of

Pu(PMBP)3(C104).2T0P0 alongwith Pu(PMBP).TOPO in the present work

as given by equation (1) and (2) expression (3) correlating (D -

Do) with [H+], [C10^~], [TOPO] and [HPMBP]"1 has been deduced.

Linear relation obtained between (D - Do) [H+]V[HPMBP]4 [TOPO]

and different experimental variables provide justification for

the assumption made. In the present treatment, interaction of

TOPO with PMBP as well as with perchloric acid ha* bean neglected

throughout. Log values of the extraction constants K and Kj, as

represented by the equilibria (1) and (2) are obtained

graphically as 17.7+0.2 and 17.9+0.3 respectively.

Extraction of Pu(IV) by the synergistic Mixtures of HPMBP and
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TOPO from perchloric acid Medium is respres«nted as

K
Pu + 4HPMBP(O) + TOPO --—•-> Pu(PMBP)4.T0P0(o) + 4 H* ...(1)

Considering the co-extraction of the species of the type

Pu(PMBP>3(TOPO)2 towards the organic phase according to the

equation (2)
Kl

Pu*+ + 3 HPMBP(O) + ClO^ 2 TOPO(O) r=—-• Pu(PMBP)3(Cl04).

2 TOPO(0) «• 3 H
+ ..(2)

(D - Do) [H +]* I H + J [ C 1 0 4 ] [ T 0 P 0 J ( O )

____________________ _ K + Kt ——_.———,——,-.___-.____-.—_ . , (3)

[HPMBP]\ o ) [T0P0] ( o ) [HPMBP)(o)

where Do and D represent- the distribution coefficients in the

absence and presence of TOPO respectively.

Experiments carried out using TBP and DOSO as neutral

oxodonors showed that D did not vary with the adduct

concentration, suggesting that interaction of these ligands is

too week to be measured by the present technique. Further

increase in neutral oxodonor concentration has necessarily to be

matched with increase of HPMBP concentration. This causes

distribution ratio to be too large to permit measurement of small

variation due to donor concentration. These results are in

accordance with the basicity of these donors i.e.

TOPO > TBP DOSO

Table 24 shows the adduct formation constants for PMBP -

TOPO system for Pu(IV) as obtained in the present work alongwith

the literature value for Pu(IV) - HTTA - TOPO system. Literature

values of uranyl ion and Am(III) ion for these two systems are

also included in Table 24 whereas the urnayl-PHBP value is larger
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Table-24: Chelate extraction constants and adducts formation

constants of U(VI), Am(III) and Pu(IV) with TOPO

as neutral oxodonor

U(VI)a

Am(III)b

Pu(IV)C

log K

-2.02

-7.27

7.32

TTA
log KB

4.77

6.40

11.12

4.95

log K

0.46

-2.73

13.75*

PWBP
log KB

6.45

4.62

8.29

3.91*

* Present work, diluent is tolune

(a) Benzene, (b) Xylene and (c) Benzene

(by f-̂  1.7 units) compared to that of TTA, values for A M ( I I I ) do

not follow the expected trend.

Value for Pu(IV) - PMBP - TOPO system is also lower than the

value reported for Pu(IV)-TTA-TOPO system suggesting factors

other than the pKa of the p-diketones responsible for the adduct

formation.

30. Extraction Studies of Pu(IV) with Pyrazolones

P.K. Mohapatra and V.K. Manchanda

Pyrazolones have been found to be versatile extractants for

actinides and lanthanides from high acidic media due to their low

pKa valules. There are several reports on the extraction of

divalent and trivalent actinides, but no systematic study has

been carried out with respect to the extraction of Pu(IV). In tae
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present work extraction behaviour of Pu(IV) has been studied with

different pyrazolones. The pyrazolones used in the present work

are l-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoylpyrazol-5-one (PMBP), l-phenyl-3-

methyl-<r (3:5 dinitrobenzoyl )-pyrazol-5-one (PH)P) and 1-phenyl-

3-methyl-4-4-acetyl-pyrazol-5-one (PMAP).

The experiments were carried out in 1 M HMO3 medium and the

species extracted in tolune were determined by the ligand

variation and acidity variation experiments. Thw extraction

equilibrium was attained within 30 minutes of shaking in

a thermostated bath. Both forward and backward extraction were

carried out.

The ligand variation experiments gave a dependency of four.

Similarly, experiments with varying hydrogen ion concentration

gave a negative slope of four suggesting that the equilibrium can

be represented as

P»M « * HX ( o ) --—*• PuX4 { o ) + 4 H| a ) (1)

Thus, the species extracted is PuX/» (where X • PMBP, PMDP, or

PMAP). This observation is in marked contrast to the reported

behaviour of trivalent ions i.e. Am(III) and Eu(III) where

stiochiomotry of the extracted species was found to change with

the type of the p-diketone.

The extraction constant Kex from equilibrium (1) is given as

where activity coefficients were neglected for the present
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experimental conditions. The Kex values are listed in Table 25.

Table-25: Extraction Constants (log K e x) and Dissociation

constants (pKa) of some betadiketones including for

Pu(IV)

p-diketone pKa log K e x

Thenoyltrifluoroacetone 6.24 7.3±0.2

(TTA)

PMBP «.11 13.1±0.3

PMDP 2.41 13.4±0.2

PMAP 11.7±0.2

These values are several order magnitude larger than the

extraction constant value of Pu(IV)-thenoyl trifluoroacetone

system (log Kex = 7.3 + 0.2) obtained under identical conditions.

This difference is largely due to the lower dissociation

constants of pyrazolones. As a consequence pyrazolones can be

advantageously employed to quantitatively extract plutonium from

strongly acidic media in the presence of eomplexing anions like

sulfate and phosphate.

31. Recovery of plutonium from the analytical waste solution

V.K. Manchanda and P.K. Mohapatra

Modified Davies Gray method is routinely employed for the

estimation of uranium in the fuel samples containing plutoniua.

Relative constants of Pu and U present varies with the
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composition of fuel which is a function of the nature and type of

reactor. It is required to develop elegant separation methods to

quantitatively recover the Pu present in the analytical waste

solution obtained after the estimation of uranium. This solution

contain varying concentration of different acids (0.5 M HNO3,

0.7 5 M H2SO/, and 2.5 M H3PO4). Beta diketones like TTA, though

versatile extractants for actinides ion, were found to be

ineffective to extract Pu from the analytical waste solution. In

view of their better extraction capabilties, it was thought of

interest to explore the potential of pyrazolone/isoxazolone for

the Pu recovery. Table 26 shows that whereas HPMBP is most

promising extractant, HTTA hardly extracts any Pu from the D.G.

Table-26 : % age extraction of Pu and D.G. waste solution using

0.1 M ligand

Beta diketone % extraction

TTA < .01

PBI 2.6

PMAP 0. 3

PMBP 14.3

waste solution. Fig. 28 shows the variation of %age extraction of

Pu with ligand concentration. It is seen that extraction does not

increase much beyond [HPMBP] » 0.3 M. On the other hand, dilution

of waste solution by 0.1 M HNO3 increases the distribution

coefficient (D) significantly at [HPMBP] • 0.1 M. Thereafter,

concn. D rises only marginally upto 0.3 M and does not alter much
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upto 0.5 M. Maximum extraction was <v/ 88%. Few experiments

conducted to increase further the Pu extraction by using redox

reagents for ensuring oxidation state of Pu as Pu(IV) or by

employing synergistic mixture with oxodonors like TBP and TOPO

did not meet with success.

Extraction Rate: Rate of extraction of Pu was followed using

pre-equilibrated as well as unequilibrated [HPMBP], keeping its

concentration 1.2 x 10~ M. It was observed that whereas the

equilibrium was attained with the former in 10 minutes, it took

20 minutes with the latter. Pseudo first order extraction rate

—3 —1
constant was measured as 3.3 x 10 sec for the unequilibrated

HPMBP.

Diluent Effects; Table 27 shows the % age extraction of Pu from

Table-27 : Effect of diluent on the X age extractin of Pu from

the D.6. waste solution [HPNBP] * 0.2 M

Diluent X age extraction

_ _
n - Dodecane 18.6

* *
n - Hexane 13.4
Choloroform 34.0

Carbontetrachloride 64.8

Toluene 66.7

* Third phase was formed

the D.6. waste solution using 0.2 M HPMBP in diff%r«nt diluents.

It is observed that toluene is the most suitable diluent. On the

other hand third phase formation was observed with n-hexan* and

n-dodecane.
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Stripping Behaviour; Back extraction of Pu was found to be almost

quantitative with 10 M HNO3.

32. The Effect of Temperature on the Extraction of Plutonium(VI)

from Nitric Acid into Dodecane by Di (2-Ethylhexyl)

Sulphoxide

G.R. Mahajan. D.R. Prabhu, J.P. Shukla and G.M. Nair

In continuation of the study on the extraction behaviour of

U(VI) and Pu(IV) with the branched chain aliphatic sulphoxid*, di

(2-ethylhexyl) sulphoxide (DEHSO) (1). work was started on th*

study of the extraction behaviour of Pu(VI) with the same

extractant in n-dodecane at different temperatures from aqueous

media of different HNO3 concentrations. The extractant

concentration was also varied between 0.2 and 1.1 M. From the

distribution data the thermodynamic parameters like the free

energy change (^\G), the enthalpy change (/\H) and the entropy

(Z^S) of the extraction reaction were calucated and the results

were compared with those of similar systems available in

1iterature.

Experimental

DEHSO obtained from Fairfield Chem. Co., U.S.A. was used

after purification and distillation at reduced pressure. The

product obtained as above was found to be more than 99.6% pure

from non-aqueous titration in acetic anhydride medium (2). n-

Dodecane, procured from Fluka, Germany was washed with 1 M NaOH
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and 1 M HNO3 and distilled water and then distilled. All other

reagents used were of A.R. or 6.R. grade.

PU-239 was the major constituent in the plutoniun used for

the extraction studies. Plutonium was purified by absorption from

7 M to 8 M HNO3 solution on Dowex 1X4 anion exchange resin

followed by double peroxide precipitation Tracer Pu (in ca.2M

HNO3) for each experiment was taken from this stock and adjusted

to the hexavalent state by the addition of solid AgO (ca.0.03 M)

in presence of 0.005 M NaBrC>3 used as the holding oxidant.

Hexavalency of plutoniura in the aqueous phase was checked by the

usual TTA extraction method and it was ensured that it did not

change during extraction. Radiochemcial purity of the radiotracer

was ascertained by alpha spectrometry. Tracer level of plutonium

was assayed by alpha liquid scintillation counting using the

method recommended by Ihle et. al. (3).

Procedure

Solutions of standard DEH80 solutions diluted with n-

dodecane, were equilibrated thrice with an equal volume of

aqueous nitric acid solution of desired molarity. Equal volumes

(generally 0.5 ml) of an aqueous nitric acid containing Pu-239

tracer and the extractant (DEHSO/n-dodecane) were pipetted into

ground glass -stoppered equilibration tubes and subsequently

equilibrated for 1 hr in a themostated water bath adjusted to the

desired temperature to within ±0.1° C. The phases were allowed to

settle for about half an hour and finally suitable aliquots from

the two phases were pipetted for radioessay. From the data the
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distribution ratio (DM) was calculated. All the measurements were

done at least in duplicates and the agreement in Dpu values

obtained was within +21 with good material balance (>95%).

Results and Discussion

The Effect of Temperature on Dpu

Data on Dpu obtained for the extraction of Pu(VI) from

varying aqueous nitric acid concentration with 0.2, 0.5 and 1.1 M

DEHSO dissolved in n-dodecane, at various temperatures in the

range 25 -50 C are summarised in Table 28. From these data, it is

Table-28: Variation of D M of Pu(VI) between aqueous nitric acid

and DEHSO/n-dodecane as a function of temperature

HNO3

(M)

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

25°C

0.20
0.30
0.32
0.36
0.47

1.05
1.56
1.73
1.86
2.06

4.56
5.75
6.56
8.39
8.94

Distribution

30°C

0.2 M DEHSO

0.16
0.26
0.31
0.29
0.35

0.5 M DEHSO

0.96
1.25
1.58
1.80
2.15

1.1 M DEHSO

4.44
5.20
6.21
7.74
8.18

ratio, Dpu

40°C

0.14
0.20
0.25
0.23
0.26

0.74
1.06
1.27
1.35
1.69

3.27
4.97
5.25
6.69
7.42

50°C

0.11
0.16
0.20
0.21
0.29

0.55
0.82
1.01
1.20
1.30

2.60
4.09
4.87
4.61
5.73
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evident that the Dpu values significantly decrease with

increasing temperature under all sets of conditions investigated.

This pattern of dependence on temperature is in fine accord with

those already reported in literature concerning the extraction of

actinides by several other neutral extractants, including long-

chain aliphatic sulphoxides (<•)• Values of Dpu invariably

increase with increasing nitric acid concentration of a

particular temperature, although the relative increase is

higher at both 0.5 and 1.1 M DBHSO concentrations. This is as

expected due to salting out effect of HNO3 on Dpy values.

The extraction equilibrium for Pu(VI) can be represented by:

P u° 2 +2 a + 2 N0~3 a + 2 *>BHS0o ̂ £? Pu02(N03)2.2DEH30o (1)

The subscript 'o' indicates the species in the organic phase and

'a' indicates the species in the aqueous phase.

The extraction constant can be simply written as:

KPu = [Pu02(N03)2.2DEHSO]0/UPu02+la[N03]^[DEHSO]2
) (2)

based on the assumption that the various activity coefficients

for a given concentration of DEHSO and HNO3 are constant.

Pu(VI) in aqueous solution is also present as species like

PUO2NO3, PuO2(NO3>2 etc. Hence, if Cpu is the total

concentration of plutonium(VI) in the aqueous phase, and Dpu is

the distribution ratio, it can be shown that,

n

Cpu - [PuO§
+] (1 + S*pn [1*03"]") (3)

1

where p represents the overall concentration stability constants

for the complexes of the type PuO2 (N(>3)n formed by the reaction

2 —-^ PuO2 (l*03)n
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Hence

KPu = [PuO3(NO3)2 2DEHS0]o (1 + £pn[N03]
n/Cpu[N03"]

2

« DPu(l + £pn[NO3]
n/[NO3]*[DEHSO]*

Values of the distribution ratio of nitric acid with DEHSO in n-

dodecane were measured at two temperature and were found to

remain constant, thus keeping the equilibrium concentration of

nitrate ion in the aqueous phase and free DEHSO in the organic

phase constant in the temperature range studied. The amount of

nitric acid extracted into DEHSO was estimated from the

equilibrium constai\, already determined for the reaction given

by the Eqn. 5 to be 0.4 (1).

Ha+ N 03 a + DEHS0o ^ HN03.DEHS0o (5)

The free DEHSO concentration was taken as the difference between

initial concentration of DEHSO and the calculated concentration

of DEHSO.HNO3. The values of the term (l+Z£n[NO3]
n have been

taken from reference (5). From the values of (l+Ep"n[NO3]
n, the

values of Kpu were evaluated assuming that the activity

coefficients of the various species involved in sulphoxide

extraction remained unchanged at constant nitric acid and

sulphoxide concentrations. Values of Kpu were found to

considerably decreases with increasing temperature. On the other

hand, equilibrium constants invariably increased with increasing

nitric acid concentration in the aqueous phase at a particular

temperature.

The Van't Hoff's equation in the form given by Eqn. 6, has been

used to calculate the enthalpy change, H, associated with the
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extraction process.

A,log K P u /Z\(l/T) » - Z\H / 2.303 R (6)

Fig. 29 depicts the plots of log Kpu VB 1/T for the extraction of

plutonium(VI) with DEHSO. These plots are fairly linear between

25 and 50 C in agreement with Eqn. 6. It is seen from the data as

given in Table 29, that the sulphoxide extraction of

Table-29 : Free energy, enthalpy and entropy changes ( /\H,

/\S) associated with the extraction of Pu(VI) by DEHSO

at 25°C

HNO3

( mol da'1)

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Thernodynamic functions,

6.35
7.57
8.64
10.79
12.15

5.89
7.05
8.68

10.04
11.11

5.61
6.41
7.99
9.78
11.02

- AH
0.2 M DEHSO

25.87
34.49
32.11
39.43
31.19

0.5 M DEHSO

28.63
36.25
38.43
36.67
36.42

1.1 M DEHSO

26.76
27.54
28.76
41.40
38.68

kJ mole"

- ms a

19.52
26.92
23.47
28.64
19.04

22.74
29.20
29.75
26.63
25.31

21.14
21.13
20.77
31.62
27.66

a : & G , ,QH and T ^\S are in KJ mol"1 which are calculated by

least - squares method.
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plutonium(VI) nitrate is exothermic. It is evident from the

results that the aqueous nitric acid concentration! in the range

1.0 to 5.0 M, has little effect on the values of /\H obtained.

The Effect of HNO3 Concentration on A H

At constant DEHSO concentration, the /\W values remain

fairly constant at different nitric acid concentrations. This

trend is contrary to that observed in the case of U(VI) (6) where

the /\H values at constant TBP concentration decrease with

decreasing nitric acid concentration, the decrease being

attributed to the increase in the hydration of U(VI) ion due to

increase in water activity at lower acidities. Since no such

trend is observed in the case of Pu(VI), it can be inferred that

the hydration of the Pu(VI) ion, is probably not influenced

significantly with change in nitric acid concentration.

Values of /\G and /\S were calculated for 25°C by following

the equations:

/\G m -2.303 RT log Kp u

A S - C^H -^G) / T

which are also sunmarised in Table 29. These constants computed

using concentrations rather than activities of the various

species involved in extraction equilibria, are not true

thermodynamic quantities. Under conditions of constant

concentration of acid and the extractant, the contribution of

activity coefficients to the themodynasiic values should be

fairly constant, rendering the values ia Table 39 reliable for

relative comparisons.
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While the extraction of plutonium(VI) by DEHSO is favoured by

high negative enthalpy change, a negative entropy change

counteracts the extraction of plutonium (VI) with DEHSO. Negative

may be attributed to the association of five groups to form

one complex molecule. In this process, several water molecules

forming the hydration sphere of PuC>2+ and NO3 ions are released

but they are not completed free since in joining the bulk water,

they participate in the water structure, so that their positive

contribution is not fully realized (7).
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33. Investigations of Some Diamides for the Extraction of

Uranium(VI) and Plutonium(IV)

D.R. Prabhu, G.R. Mahajan, J.P. Shukla, G.M. Nair

Diamides have been found to be used for the extraction and

recovery of actinides in waste streams from reprocessing plantB

/I,2/. All the work reported in literature deals with extraction

study of diamides in aromatic diluents. The present work was

undertaken to investigate the extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV)

using some diamides synthesised in the laboratory, in aliphatic

diluents such as n-dodecane. The diamides synthesised and

characterised for the present work were tetra hexyl malonamide

(THMA), tetraethyl malonamide (TEMA), tetra lauryl malonamide

(TLMA) and tetrabutyl malonamide (TBMA).

EXPERIMENTAL

Malonyl chloride used for the synthesis of the diamides was

obtained from Merck, F.R.G. The diamines were obtained from

Fluka, Swiss. Methylene chloride used as the medium of reaction

was of laboratory reagent grade. Plutonium in solution was

adjusted to tetravalent state by treatment with 0.01 M NaNC>2 and

using 0.005 M NH4VO3 as the holding oxidant. U-233 tracer was

used for U(VI) extraction studies. The diamides were prepared by

reaction of malonyl chloride with the corresponding diamine in

methylene chloride medium following the procedure reported by

Thiollet and Musikas /3/. The product obtained was washed with

dilute HC1, dilute NaOH and finally with distilled water. The

diamide in pure form was obtained by vacuum distillation and was
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then characterised by elemental analysis, IR spectra etc.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Among the listed diamides, TEMA could not be separated out

because of its solubility in water. TLMA was obtained as a solid

material having low solubility in n-dodecane, the medium chosen

for the extraction study. THNA was obtained as a colourless thick

liquid, readily soluble in n-dodecane. However on equilibrating

0.2 M of the amide in dodecane with HNO3 of concentration as low

as 0.5 M, third phase was found to be formed in the system. TBHA

isolated was found to be pure (O68.8X (69.9%); H«11.47%

(11.751). The IR spectrum of the compound gave the characteristic

band of the amide group. The diamide was found to be easily

soluble in n-dodecane. With a solution of 0.4 M, no third phase

formation was noted when equilbibrated with 1 II HNO3. Therefore

the distribution of U(VI) and Pu(IV) was studied from an aqueous

phase of 1 M nitric acid. The distribution ratios (Dpi) of U(VI)

and Pu(IV) were determined as a function of TBMA concentration in

the range of 0.5 to 0.4 M in order to ascertain the nature of

the species extracted to the organic phase. By plotting log D^ vs

log [TBMA] straight line graph with a slope of nearly 2 was

obtained in both for U(VI) and Pu(IV) (Figure 30). This indicates

that the species extracted are disolvates in both the cases.
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34. Spectrophotometric Determination of sulphide in Dioctyl

Sulphide

G.H. Rizvi and P.R. Natarajan

In connection with studies on the use of dioctyl sulphide

(DOS) in the extraction of palladium (1) from reprocessing waste

solutions, a method for the determination of sulphide was

developed. The spectrophotometric method reported by Hastings and

Johnson (2) for the determination of sulphide in aliphatic

sulphide compounds is based on the reaction of iodine with

aliphatic sulphides and is the base for the development of the

present method. The reaction of iodine with aromatic hydrocarbons

in the UV region is also known but the intensities of the complex

between iodine and aliphatic sulphides are 1000 times nore than

those between iodine and aromatic hydrocarbons (3).

Experimental

1. Iodine Solution: 0.3 g of iodine crystals were dissolved in

50 ml of cyclohexane.

2. Di-octyl sulphide solution: A stock solution of 0.2X was

prepared in dodecane.

Dodecane received from Fluka was distilled and 215-218°C

fraction was collected and used. Cyclohexane was used for
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dilutions.

A DU-7-HS Beckman Spectrophotoneter with 1-cm cell was used

for recording spectra and measuring absorbances.

Procedure: Take an aliquot containing 0.5 ml to 2 ml (0.002 to

0.06%) of DOS in 5 ml volumetric flasks and add an excess of

iodine solution (1 ml of 6 cng/ml) and make up the volume with

cyclohexane. Prepare an iodine blank similarly without DOS at

room temperature. Measure the cell compartment (CC) temperature

and bring the temperature of the prepared solutions to

approximately CC temperature and measure the absorbance of the

solutions at 307 nm. Find the net absorbance and draw a

calibration graph.

Results:

1. Absorption spectra: The absorbance due to the DOS-Iodine

complex was maximum at 307 nm whereas the absorbance due to the

iodine blan? was maximum in the range of 232-236 nm (Fig. 31).

However, the absorbance due to the iodine blank at 307 nm was

high at the concentration of iodine used. Hence iodine blanks

were used in all experiments.

3. Beer's law and absorptivity: Beer's law was found to be

obeyed in the range of 0.002 to 0.06% of DOS. The absorptivity

was found to be 40347 1/g/cm. The data was given in Table-30.

3. Effect of iodine concentration: The absorbance of the DOS-

iodine complex became almost constant when 1 ml of 6 mg/ml

solution was present. Further addition of iodiae changed the

absorbance of the solution only marginally.
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Table-30 : Molar Absorptivity as a Function of Dioctyl Sulphide

Concentration in Cyclohexane

S.No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sulphur

cone (g/1)

in DOS

0.0002

0.0004

0.0008

0.0020

0.0040

0.0060

Absorbance

at 307 nm

0.081

0.158

0.326

0.829

1.579

2.435

Nolar absorptivity

C

405

395

401

414

395

406

4. Effect of temperature: The absorbance decreased with the

increase in temperature.
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35. Irradiation Studies on Dodecane, Dioctyl Sulphide in

Dodecane and Dioctyl Sulphide using Absorption Spectroscopy

G.H. Rizvi and P.R. Natarajan

The irradition studies on 100% DOS and DOS in dodecane were

carried out to find the radiation daaage on DOS. The

concentration of sulphide in unirradiated and irradiated dioctyl

sulphide was deterained by spectrophotoaetric aethod. The results

of the irradiation studies followed by spectrophotoaetric

deteraination of sulphide are given here.

Experimental

A gaaaa source of 0.42 N rad/hr was used for irradation of

the samples.

A DU-7-HS Beckman Spectrophotometer with 1-cm cell was used

for recording spectra and measuring absorbances.

Procedure: Take an aliquot containing 0.5 ml to 2 ml (0.002 to

0.06%) of DOS in 5 ml volumetric flasks and add an excess of

iodine solution (1 al of 6 ag/al) and aake up the volume with

cyclohexane. Prepare an iodine blank similarly without DOS at

room temperature. Measure the cell compartment (CC) temperature

and bring the temperature of the prepared solutions to

approximately CC temperature and aeasure the absorbance of the

solutions at 307 na. Find the net absorbance and draw a

calibration graph. Carry through the unknown irradiated samples

with respect to irradiated dodecane saaple and find the net
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absorbance by substracting the iodine blank. Read the

concentration from the calibration graph.

A solution containing 0.02% of DOS in dodecane was taken and

the concentration of sulphide determined by spectrophotometric

method using iodine. Now dodecane and DOS in dodecane were

irradiated and 0.1 ml each of the these solutions withdrawn at

different intervals of time. The sulphide was determined by the

iodine method.

1001 DOS solution was also irradiated for different

intervals of time and suitable aliquots wers withdrawn to find

the concentration of sulphide by measuring the absorbance at its

absorption maximum of 241 nm and also by developing colour with

iodine and measuring the absorbance at 307 nm.

Results

1. Effect of gamma dose on degradation of DOS in dodecane:

The sulphide content in DOS did not decrease upto a dose of 1 M

rad. Thereafter the sulphide content decreased with increasing

dose. About 901 of sulphide content decreased at a dose of 17-N

rad. The results are summarised in Table-31.

The IR spectrum of 25 h irradiated DOS in dodecane did not

show any change but the 49 h irradiated sample showed two new

peaks at 790 and 770 cm" which is yet another proof of its

degradation on irradition.

2. Effect of gamma do** on the degradation of 1001 DOS: UV

spectrum of the 1001 DOS before and after irradiation in

cyclohexane was recorded which showed a slight change in
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IST. IRRADIATED (DOSE: I5OMR)
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Table - 31 : Effect of irradition on dioctyl sulphide in dodecane

S.No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Dose
in M rad

_

1

2

4

8

17

20.5

Optical denisity
at 307 nn

1.579

1.576

1.409

1.065

0.501

0.134

0.099

Degradation
of DOS (I)

Nil

Nil

10.6

32.6

66.3

91.5

93.7

absorption spectrum in the wavelength range of 200-400 mn (Fig.

32). The absorption maximum was found to shift with dose

absorbed. This was probably due to slight change in concentration

of the DOS because of heating on irradiation. The concentration

of sulphide in DOS before and after irradiation was also

determined by iodine spectrophotometric method and was found to

remain almost same as the initial concentration.

IR spectra of the 100% DOS before and after irradiation were

recorded. There was no change in the spectra upto a radiation

dose of about 150 M rad.
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36. Solvent extraction of actinides with N-N'-dialkyl amides

36.1 Extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) with N-N'-dibutyldecanaai.de

P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar and M.S. Subramanian

In continuation of the investigation of dialkylaaide* a*

process extractants, the distribution ratio of uraniua(VI) and

plutoniua(IV) with 1M Dibutyldecanaaide [DBDA] in n-dodecane froa

3.5 HNO3 medium have been reported earlier with uraniua loading

of 0 - 75 ag/ml . Investigations carried out for plutoniua

loading (0-30 mg/ml) indicate that the Kd value for plutoniua

decreases from 19.9 (tracer) to 8.9 (3.0 ag/al) as shown in Table

32. The percentage extraction was found to vary froa 95.IX to

Table-32: Distribution Data of Pu(IV)/DBDA as a Function of

Plutonium Concentration

(HNO3 » 3.5 M, DBDA * 1.0 M )

s.
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Amount of
of Pu
(mg/ml)

0.00
(tracer)

0.45

0.90

1.35

1.80

2.40

3.00

19.89

14.85

14.54

14.47

14.27

13.12

8.59

XExraction
in one
step

95.2

93.7

93.6

93.5

93.5

92.9

89.6

1st Step

87.0

65.6

66.8

62.5

64.7

66.6

64.0

X Stripping

Ilnd Step

11.0

32.4

33.8

36.0

33.5

31.7

36.9

Total

98.0

98.0

100.6

98.5

98.2

98.2

100.9
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89.6% respectively. The stripping of plutonium from the loaded

organic phase was achieved in two steps. About 66% of plutonium

was stripped back in first step by 0.5 M HNO3 and rest of the

plutonium ( 34%) was stripped using 0.5 II HNO3 and 0.05 II

hydroxy1-amine hydrochloride.

36.2 Solvent extraction of uranium(VI) and plutonium(IV) by

irradiated dialkyamides

The effect of gamma dose on the extraction of uranium(VI)

and plutonium(IV) with dialkylamides viz. DBHA, DBOA and DBDA was

investigated.

The effect of gamma dose on K<j values of plutonium(IV) and

uranium(VI) were determined by subjecting the 3.5 M HNO3 pre-

equilibrated 0.5 N DBHA, DBOA and DBDA solutions in dodecane to

Co gamma radiations (0. to 174 M rads) and then determining the

distribution ratios of uranium(VI) and plutonium(IV) (Table 33).

The Kd values obtained indicate that Du(vi) decreases gradually

and becomes almost constant after 50 M rad dose while Dpu(IV)

decreases rapidly upto a dose of 35 M rads and thereafter

inreases with dose indicating the synergistic effect of

radiolytic products at doses > 50 Nrads. The percentage

degradation of amides with respect to dose was determined by non

2
aqueous potentiometric litration in acetic anhydride medium as

well as by quantitative Infrared spectroscopy which indicates

that radiolytic products of these degraded amides consist mainly

of amines and carboxylic acids.



Table-33:Effeet of Gamma Dose on the Distribution Coefficients of Pu(IV) and U(VI) with

Dialkylamides (3.5 II HNO3 equilibrated 0.5 M DBHA, DBOA and DBDA irradiated

with dose rate of 0.42 M rads/hour)

s.
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

DOSE
(M-Rads)

0.0

6.0

34.6

44.7

64.7

94.9

124.6

173.6

X
AMIDE

97.6

96.4

88.8

84.3

82.3

68.2

60.2

45.8

0.5 M

Dpu(

7.2

3.9

3.6

3.5

5.2

6.1

7.0

7.6

DBDA

IV) °U(VI)

2.8

2.5

1.8

1.6

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

DOSE
(M-Rads)

0.0

10.2

30.3

42.8

72.1

92.1

124.8

174.0

%
AMIDE

98.4

96.5

94.4

92.4

85.6

86.4

94.0

94.6

0.5 M DBOA

DPu(IV)

5.1

4.6

3.6

3.9

5.5

6.2

8.0

7.0

DU(VI)

3.1

2.6

2.2

2.0

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.3

X
AMIDE

98.2

96.2

92.2

90.0

84.6

79.6

75.3

72.1

0.5 M

DPu(IV)

5.

4.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

2

6

1

4

9

8

5

8

DBHA

DU(VI)

2.7

2.3

1.8
*
1.7

1.5

1.3

1.0

0.6

i-»
w
00
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36.3 Solvent extraction of fission products (Zr , Ru ' ,

Eu
1 5 2' 1 5 3) by Gamma irradiated dialkylamides

Zirconium and Ruthenium are the important fission products

which get extracted in reprocessing with TBP under high radiation

dose due to the formation of MBP and DBP by radiolytic

degradation of TBP and thereby get aynergistically extracted

along with plutonium. Therefore studies on the extraction

behaviour of these typical fission products as well as

Europium(III) which represents trivalent rare earths fission

241
products and Am (III) was investigated for DBHA, DBOA and DBCA

in the dose range (0 to 184 M - rads) for which comparable data
o I BO I 53

for TBP and sulphoxide are already available . The Eu *

extraction with all the amides show that that it was not

extracted in the dose range of 0 to 184 M rads and its Kd value

remains almost constant between 0.02 to 0.05 while Ru ' also

seems to be not extracted during the entire dose range and its Kd

values only show a very insignificant increase fromO.001 to 0.007
95

at higher doses i.e. > 72 M rads. Tetravalent Zr however show*

a gradual increase in extraction with respect to dose up to 43 M

rads and its K^ value increases from 0.07 to 0.72 and after that

a rapid increase in extraction was observed between 43 to 72 N

rads beyond which the extraction decreases. This indicates that

radiolytic products are mainly responsible for sudden increase in

extraction beyond a dose of 50 M rads. However after a dose of

about 70 M rads not only radiolytic products but hydrolytic

products of amides also begins to form which further complicate

the extraction process due to emulcification and consequently a
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reduction in extraction was observed (Table 3*).

Under high radiation fields uranium(VI) extraction decreases

gradually while trivalent rare earths and Ru have practically

insignificant extraction in the 0-174 M rad dose range Pu(IV) and

Zr(IV) get synergistically extracted and a rapid increase in

extraction was observed beyond a doBe of 45 M rads.

References:

1. P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar, Smt. S.A. Pai and M.S. Subramanian;

Radiochemistry Division Annual Report, P. 2-5 (1988).

2. C. Wimer; Analytical Chem. 30, 77 (1958).

3. S.A. Pai, J.P. Shukla and M.S. Subramanian; J. Radioanal.

Chem., 7ft, 31-38 (1982); 53 (1), 5-16 (1982).

36.4 Quantitative analysis of son* extractants by I.R.

spectroscopy

P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar and M.S. Subramanian

Infrared spe^trop.ropy has rarely been used for

quantitative work i-y earlier days except for the determination of

D2O content in Heavy Water. Recently due to availability of

sophisticated I.R. spectrophotoroeter (like Pye Unican) having a

built in microprocessor quantitative accessory which permits

peaks to be measured in absorption mode with an acuracy +1% Made

the determinatin extractant concentration easier.



Table-34: Effect of Gamma Dose on the Distribution Coefficients of fission products

(Zr95 , Ru103, Eu152*153) with dialkylamides.

(3.5 M HNO3 pre-equilibrated 0.5 M DBDA . DBOA and DBHA irradiated with dose rate

of 0.42 M-rads/hr.)

S. DOSE (0.5 M) DBDA (0.5 M) DBOA (0.5 M) DBHA
No. (M-Rads)

DZr95 DRu103 DEu152,153 DZr95 DR U103 DEu152,153 DZr95 DRls103 DEu152,153

1. 0.0 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.02

2. 6.1 0.45 0.01 0.02 0.41 0.01 0.02 0.39 0.01 0.01

3. 10.2 0.52 0.02 0.03 0.50 0.02 0.02 0.53 0.02 0.02

4. 3C.3 0.55 0.02 0.02 0.59 0.02 0.02 0.67 0.02 0.02

5. 42.8 0.72 0.01 0.02 0.69 0.01 0.02 0.99 0.01 0.02

6. 72.1 7.52 0.08 0.05 6.86 0.06 0.04 7.51 0.06 0.05

7. 82.2 6.42 0.06 — 5.69 0.05 — 6.16 0.04

8. 92.1 4.12 0.06 0.02 4.82 0.05 0.02 4.71 0.01 0.02

9. 124.8 1.58 0.07 0.02 1.99 0.05 — 1.46 0.02 0.04

10. 184.0 1.34 0.06 0.02 0.94 0.04 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.02
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A method has been developed for the estimation by I.R.

spectrometry of some organic extractants such as TBP, DOSO, DBDA,

DBOA and DBHA which have importance as solvent extractants for

fuel reprocessing. Measurements have been carried out using their

characteristics donor peaks eg. TBP (1034 cm" ) , DOSO (1051

1056 cm"1) and DBDA (1641 - 1645 cm"1) which indicate that Beer's

law is obeyed in 0.01 M to 0.2 M concentration range. Solution of

the substances from 0.01 M to 0.2 II in CCI4 were used in 0.1 mm

cells against matching cells containing CCI4 as blank (see figure

33). Also, these donors were equilibrated in various

concentration in CCI4 with 1 M HNO3 and O.D as well as peak areas

of the shifted OH stretch of the donor hydrate peak were

monitored (DOSO. 3432-3436 cm"1; TBP, 3592 cm"1; DBDA 3687 cm" 1).

The estimation based on the shifted OH streth is extremely useful

in estimating these donors in solvent extraction system (Fig.

34).

The method has another useful application in determining the

net percentage amide contents in Gamma irradiated solution of

DBDA, DBOA and DBHA in dodecane. The amide contents determined by

usual nonaqueous potentiometric tritrations are subject to error

because degraded products (amines, carboxylic acid) present at

higher doses and interfere in titrations. Therefore irradiated

amide solution have to be washed thoroughly with warm water to

remove subsequent interfering radiolytic products for correct

results. However, it is easier to determine amide contents by

above stated I.R. method in a single step without water washing

(within +3% accuracy) as evident from Table 35.
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Fig 33 Beer's law plot for the analytical peak of the

extractants
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Fig.34 Beer's law plot for the shifted 0-H stretch of
donor hydrates



Table-35: % Amide contents determined by Potentiometric titrations and I.R. spectroscopy

(0.5 M Amides in dodecane equilibrated with 3.5 M HNO3

and irradiated by dose • 0.42 M rads/hr.)

Dose
(M-
rads)

0.0

6.0

34.6

44.7

50.0

92.1

124.6

173.7

0.5 M

% Amide

(Pure)

97.62

92.43

86.86

86.86

86.86

87.17

87.57

86.77

DBDA

% Amide

(After H20

wash)

97.62

96.45

08.77

84.25

82.25

68.21

60.18

45.80

lAmide

I.R.

97.62

97.02

-

-

75.06

67.88

56.00

47.00

Dose
(M-
rads)

0.0

10.2

30.3

42.8

72.1

92.1

124.8

184.0

0.5 M

% Amide

(After H20

wash)

98.41

96.47

94.39

92.39

85.57

86.37

94.59

94.59

DBOA

% Amide

I.R.

98.41

98.97

92.20

93.14

-

86.62

73.33

71.57

% Amide

(Pure)

98.41

95.56

91.76

91.36

90.56

88.95

86.55

80.72

0.5 N DBHA

I Amide

(After H2o

wash)

98.17

96.17

92.16

89.95

84.55

79.24

75.32

72.13

% Amide

I.R.

98.17

96.91

96.95

88.72

84.39

-

76.86

75.37
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37. Synergistic extraction of U(VI) with HPMBP

R. Veeraraghavani S.A. Pai and M.S. Subramanian

Synergistic extraction of uranyl ion with l-phenyl-3-methyl

4-benzoyl pyrazolone-5(HPMBP) and N-N' dibutyl derivative* of

hexanamide (DBHA), Octanamide (DBOA) and decanamide (DBDA) of

increasing basicities as neutral donors, have been studied at

various fixed temperatures of 20, 30, 40 and 50+0.1 C. The

synergistic species extracted was confirmed to be UO2(PMBP>2-

AMIDE by slope ratio method (Fig. 35, slope «2, Figs. 36, 37, 38,

slope *1). The equilibrium constants (log Ks at 30°C) for the

organic phase addition reaction viz.

UO2(PMBP)2 + AMIDE N UO2(PMBP)2.AMIDE

evaluated by the usual methodv ' follow their order of basicity

(Kh) i.e. 4.01 (DBHA, Kh-0.09) < 4.05 (DBOA, kH«01)<4.09 (DBDA,

KhsO.13). It is observed that log Ks values of amides (=y 4)with

HMPBP (pKa * 4.2) chelates are lower as compared to those (log Ks

SJSJ with HTTA (pka = 6.2) showing a reversal of the usual trend

ex TBP donor, (log Ks « 3.8) and log Ks H P M B P-4.28)
( 3 ). This

descrepancy may perhaphs be attributed to the effect of spacial

steric hindrance exerted by the uranyl pyrazolone chelate to the

incoming rigid amide molecule. High negative and /\H and £\ S

values evaluated by the usual temperature coefficient method

(Table 36) for HPMBP system indicate the organic phase reaction

to be an addition and not substitution reaction .
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FIG. 35 VARIATION OF Log D WITH I O 0 [ H P M B P ]

• O WPMBP ONLY,

D HPMBP • 0 .352*10 3 DBHA

A HPMBP • 0.394 x 103 DBOA

V HPMBP • 0.391 x 103 DBDA
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FIG.-36 VARIATION OF IOQD WITH I O 8 [ D B H A ] . [HPMBP] -0.005M.
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2 +Table - 36: Thermodynamic Data of the system UO2 /HPMDP/Amides

DONOR log Ks AF AH

K caIs/mole K cals/moe K cals/mole

DBHA 4.01+0.02 -5.57+0.02 -8.40+0.76 -9.3+2.5

DBOA 4.05+0.01 -5.63+0.02 -5.98+0.25 -1.2+0.8

DBDA 4.09+0.01 -5.68+0.02 -7.45+0.29 -5.8+0.9

References:

1. P.B. Ruikar, M.S. Nagar, S.A. Pai and M.S. Subramanian

J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. 150, 473 (1991).

2. R. Veeraraghavan, S.A. Pai and M.S. Subramanian

J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. 14^, 389 (1990).

3. S.A. Pai and M.S. Subrmanian

J. Radioanal. and Nucl. Chem. Articles, 89, 423 (1985).

4. K.L. Nash, G.R. Choppin, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem., 39_, 131

(1971).

38. Extraction of Pu(IV) with HPMBP

S.A. Pai

l-Phenyl-3-methyl-4 benzoyl pyrazolone (HPMBP, 0.05 M) in

dodecane has been used as an extractant for Pu(IV) at varying

acidities (HNO3, 0.5, 5.00 M). Extraction was found to be 96%

upto 2.0 M HNO3 and it fails down abruptly to 0 at 3.0 M HNO3. As

HPMBP is feebly soluble in dodecane, extraction experiments were

carried out with l-phenyl-3-methyl-4-hexanoyl pyrazolone-5

(HPMBHP with better solubility) in dodecane from various aqueous

acidities upto 10 M. It has been observed from Table 37 that with
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0.2 M HPMHP, 95% extraction was possible even from 4.0 M. HNO3

and the same falls down to 0 at 5 N HNO3 indicating the

possibility of back extraction of Pu(IV) at higer acid

concentration.

Table - 37: Distribution Data of Pu(IV) with pyrazolones

[HN03)aq [HPMBPJ = 0.5 M [HPMHPJ = 0.2 M

Distribution % Extraction Distribution % Extraction
Ratio (D) Ratio (D)

0.50 13.5 93.1 33.4 97.1

1.0 32.33 97.0 34.32 97.2

2.0 23.67 96.0 20.31 96.6

3.0 - - 14.63 93.6

4.0 - - 7 .67 8 8 . 4 6

5.0 - - 0 0

6.0

7 .0 - - " "

0.0 - - " "

9.0 - - " "

10.0 - - "

39. Synergistic extraction of Am(III) with i-phenyl-3-methyl-

4-benzoyl pyrazolonc-5 and Dialkylamides

R. Veeraraghavan and M.S. Subramanian

Dialkylamides (A) have been suggested as alternate
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extractants to TBP for fuel reprocessing. The extraction

capability of amides has been attributed to the donor capacity of

the carbonyl group. It was therefore of interest to investigate

the synergistic effect of these amides in combination with

chelating ligands in the solvent extraction of actinides. Hence

the study of synergistic extraction of Acn(III) with dibutyl

derivatives of hexanamide (DBHA), Octanamide (DBOA) and

decanamide (DBDA) in the presene of 1—phenyl-3-methyl—4—benzoyl

pyrazolon-5 (HPMBP) was initiated. Solutions of Am(III) in

chloracetic acid/sodium chloroacetate buffer at a pH of 2.75 were

equilbriated with solutions containing different concentrations

fo HPMBP and/or amide in benzene, and the distribution of Am(III)

determinedby assaying the 60 KeV gamma activity in equilibrium.

None of the three amides (upto 0.5 M) extract Am(III) to any

noticeable extent from chloroacetate buffer at 2.75 pH.

The straight lines in Fig. 39 ^how the extraction behaviour

of Am(III) by HPMBP in the presence and absence of amide. The

parallel line having a slope of 4 suggest that 4 HPMBP molecules

are associated with each Am atom extracted in both synergistic

and non-synergistic cases.

The distributions ratios of Am(III) have been determined at

fixed HPMBP concentration and varying amide concentrations and

the results are shown in Fig. 40. Again, all the three lines are

parallel and have a slope of unity. Thus the folowing equilibria

are suggested to explain the extraction.

Aro(III) + 4 HPMBP -̂  Am(PMBP)3.HPMBP + 3 H
+
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O
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FIG.-39. VARIATION OF log D Vs log[HPMBP]

l : HPAABP ALONE,

2 : HPMBP + 0.0008MDBHA.
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O
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FIG.-40. VARIATION OF LogD Vs. log[AMIDE]
3:DBHA + 0.02MHPMBP,
4.DBOA + 0.05MHPMBP,
5: DBDA +0.05MHPMBP.
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Am3+ + 4HPMBP + A —-->» Am(PMBP)3 .HPMBP. A + 3 H
+

The above equilibria are supported by the following

observations:

(i) The distribution ratios of Am(III) in the Am(III)-

chloroacetate buffer/HPMBP-Benzene system have been determined at

aqueous pH values of 2.75, 3.05 and 3.35. The plots of log D Vs.

pH for (various) fixed concentrations of HPMBP have been found to

be straight lines with a slop of approximately 3.

(ii) In fig. 40, ordinate distance between DBHA line (0.02 M

HPMBP) and the DBOA (or DBDA) line (0.5 M HPMBP) is 1.56 log

units, whereas the depenJence of distribution ratio on the fourth

power of HPMBP concentration is expected to result in an ordinate

distance of 1.59 log units for variation of HPMBP concentration

by a factor of 2.5.

40. Macrocycle-Mediated Selective Transport of Plutonium(IV)

Nitrate Through Bulk Liquid and Supported Liquid Membranes

using Dicyclohexano-18-Crown-6 As Mobile Carrier

*
J.P. Shukla and Anil Kumar

Macrocycle-faci1itated transport of Pu(IV) against its

concentration gradient from aqueous nitric acid solutions across

organic bulk liquid membrane (BLM) and thin-sheet supported

liquid membrane (SLM) containing dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 as the

mobile carrier and tolune as the membrane solvent was

*
Power Fuel Reprocessing plant, BARC
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investigated. Extremely dilute and moderately concentrated

—3
plutonium nitrate solutions in about 3 mol dm nitric acid

generally constituted the source phase. Plutonium transport

appreciably increased with stirring of both the source and

recovery phases and also with the carrier concentration in the

organic phase upto 0.3 mol dm DC18C6 and then decreasing with

higher concentrations of the carrier. Enhanced aciditiy of the

aqueous source phase beyond 4 mol dm HNO3 seriously affected

the stripping of the cation. Among the several reagents tested,

dilute sodium carbonate (0.5 mol dm ) served efficiently as the

strippant. 'Enka' Accurel thin flat-sheet polyropylene (PP) films

were used as the solid support for SLM. Using both BLM and SLM

systems, more than 90% of plutonium, could be transported through
_3

0.2 mol dm DC18C6 toluene into dilute sodium carbonate

strippant in about 7-8 h. The lack of any contamination from even

appreciable amounts of possible fission product contaminants is a

notable feature of this novel separation technique.

41. Carrier-Mediated Transport of Uranyl Ions Across Tributyl

Phosphate/ Dodecane Liquid Membranes

*
J.P. Shukla and S.K. Misra

Carrier - facilitated transport of uranium(VI) against its

concentration gradient from aqueous nitrate acidic solutions

across organic bulk liquid membrane (BLM) and flat-sheet

Fuel Reprocessing Division
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supported liquid membranes (SLM) containing tributyl

phosohate(TBP) as the mobile carrier and dodecane as the membrane

solvent has been investigated. Extrmely dilute to moderately

concentrated uranyl nitrate solutions ( 10 M ) in about 2M

HNO3 generally constituted the source phase. With increasing

carrier concentration in the organic membrane, both the amount of

uranium that could be extracted into the membrane and the

viscosity of the organic solution increased. These opposing

effects resulted in maximum uranium permeation at about 301 TBP

in dodecane, while enhanced acidity of the strip side adversely

affected the partioning of the cation into the receiving phase.

Among the several aqueous reagents tested, dilute ammonium

carbonate (<"WM) solution was the most efficient strippant. The

stoichiometry of the uranium - TBP complex in this liquid

membrane system was established to be UO2(NO3)2•2TBP which is in

accord with that deduced on the basis of liquid -liquid

distribution measurements.

<t2. Bis(2-Ethyrr.exyl) Sulfoxide as an Extractant for

Americium(III) Aqueous Nitrate Media

J.P. Shukla and C.S. Kedari

Solvent extraction separation of americium(III) from dilute

aqueous nitrate media into n-dodecane by bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sulfoxide (BESO) has been investigated over a wide range of

"Fuel Reprocessing Division
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experimental conditions. Very poor extractabi1ity of Am(III)

necessitated the use of calcium nitrate as the salting—out agent.

Effects of certain variables such as acidity, extractant

concentration, salting-out agent concentration, organic diluents

on the metal extraction by BESO have been examined in detail. By

increasing the concentration of BESO in organic phase or calcium

nitrate in aqueous phase, nearly quantitative extraction of

atnericium even from moderate acidity is accomplished. Slope

analyses applied to Am(III) distribution experiments from acidic

nitrate solutions indicate predominant formation of the

trisolvated organic phase complex, Am(N03>3.3BES0 for which

equilibrium constant is found to be, log Kx « 1.99. Extraction

behaviour of Am(III) has also been evaluated in the presence of

several water-miscible polar organic solvents to study their

possible synergistic effects on its extraction. Extractabi1ity of

americium increased 5 to 10-fold with increasing concentration of

some of these additives, with maximum enhancement being observed

in the presence of acetone or acetonitrile. Recovery of BESO from

loaded americium is easily obtained using dilute nitric acid as

the strippant.

Dependence of D ^ on the nature of organic diluents

Data summarised in Table 38 clearly show that the extraction

of Am(III) by BESO strongly depends on the type of diluent used.

The organic diluents used for this work were aromatic, aliphatic

hydrocarbons and halogen substituted hydrocarbons. The extraction

was generally higher with aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons
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Table - 38: The influence of organic diluents on the extraction of

Am(III)

Organic Phase: 0.4 M BESO/diluent

Aqueous Phase: 3.0 M Ca(NO 3) 2 + 0.2 M HNO3

Diluent ~ Dielectric" Dipole Solubility

constant8

C

moment3 parameter

"Am XE

Benzene

Carbon tetra
chloride

Chloroform

o-Dichloro
benzene

n-Dodecane

Nit robenzene

Nitroraethane

Toluene

p—Xylene

2.28

2.21

4. 90

6.83

2.00

34.82

39.00

2.24

2.26

0.00

0.00

1.15

2.27

0.00

4.22

3.46

0.31

0.02

9.2

8.6

9.3

9.9

7.8

10.4

12.7

8.9

8.8

0.86

0.04

0.02

0.39

0.22

1.20

1.47

0.73

0.56

46.8

3.8

1.9

28.1

18.0

54.5

59.5

42.2

35.9

a, T. SEKINE. Y. HASEGAWA, Solvent Extraction: Fundamental and

Application, Marcel Dekkar, New York, p. 48-50 (1977)

than xor halogen substituted hydrocarbons. Very low extraction

was attained with chloroform as the diluent presumably due to its

capacity to form hydrogen bonds with BESO molecules. Maximum

extraction took place employing two nitro-group substituted

hydrocarbons. Evidently, moderately polar organic solvents with

relatively higher solubility parameters (o ) seened to favour

atnericium extraction with BESO, whereas less polar ones, eg.
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bezene, toluene• xylene, n—dodecane etc. somewhat inhibited the

metal extraction and thus proved to be of limited utility.

Straight lines with slope of nearly +3, obtained from plots of

l oS DAm v s l o£ [BESOJfree for above solvents confirmed that

Am(III) is extracted essentially as the 1:3 ion-pair irrespective

of the organic phase medium.

There is no simple relation between distribution ratio and

dipole moment or polarizability of the molecule of diluent taken

separately. Upto certain extent, it can be stated that

distribution ratio is generally high in diluents with both small

polarizability and dipole moment and low in diluents with high

dipole moment and high polarizability (excluding nitrobezene,

nitromethane).

Back extraction of A*

The distribution ratio of Atn(III) at moderate nitric acid

concentration ( > 1 M HNO3) is small enough to permit its

quantitative stripping from the organic phase. It was found that

more than 99% Am could be brought down in a single contact with

1-3 M HNO3 solution.
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43. Solvent Extraction of Plutonium(IV) into Dodecane by

Bis(2-Ethylhexay)Sulfoxide from Mixed Aqueous-Organic

Solutions

*
J.P. Shukla and C.S. Kedari

Extraction behaviour of Pu(IV) from nitric acid media by

BESO/dodecane was evaluated in the presence of several polar

water-miscible organic solvents to study their possible

synergistic effects on its extraction. Methanol, ethanol, n-

propanol, dioxane, acetone and acetonitrile were used as the

organic component of the mixed (polar) phase. These additives

affected the extraction to varying degrees. The relative increase

in extraction was found to be more at lower sulfoxide

concentrations. Recovery of Pu(VI) from loaded BESO phase was

easily accomplished using ascorbinc acid, hydroxylamine

hydrochloride and uranous nitrate as the strippants.

Table 39 presents data on the extraction of Pi (IV) into

dodecane by 0.2 M BGSO from 2 N HNO3 containing varying amounts

of methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, acetone, dioxane and

acetonitrile. Values of Dpu were significantly enhanced by the

introduction of these polar organic additives to the aqueous

phase. The addition of these polar additives decreases the

dielectric constant (D) of the aqueous phase. The maximum

enhancement in extraction was obtained in the presence of

acetonitrile. ZXPPu (DPu * n polar phase - Dpu in pure aqueous

* Fuel Reprocessing Division
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Table 39: Effect of organic additives on the extraction of Pu(IV)

into dodecane by BESO from aqueous nitric acid media

Organic phase: 0.2 M BESO/ dodecane

Aqueous phase: 2 M HNO3 + organic additive

Volume ratio : 1:1
(org/aq)

Organic Dielectric Distribution ratio , Dpu
additive constant

10% 20% 30% 40%

Dioxane 2.2 2.7 3.3 2.9 2.5

Acetone 20.7 3.7 5.9 5.0 4.1

Acetonitrile 37.5 5.5 7.2 5.8 4.1

Methanol 32.7 2.9 4.2 3.9 3.4

Ethanol 24.6 3.4 4.8 4.3 3.7

n-Propanol 20.3 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2

a, T. Sekine, Y. Hasegawa, Solvent Extraction: Fundamental and

Applications, Marcel Dekker, New York, p.48-50 (1977).

b, Mean value of Dpu obtained from pure 2 M HNO3 medium is 1.82.

medium) increased more than 3-4 times even in the presence of 20%

acetonitrile. At the same additive percentage, the values of

distribution ratio follow the sequence: dioxane < methanol <

ethanol < acetone < acetonitrile (Fig. 41). In the case of 11-

propanol, the extractabi1ity of Pu(IV) was suppressed and

remained practically unchanged with further additions. The

extraction of plutonium had maxima at about 20% (v/v) additive

concentration and then it steadily decreased with further
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addition. Shabana et al. [1] have also reported similar

enhancement on the extractive separation of Np, U, Th and Ce with

TOPO from mixed solvents.

Numerous other instances recently compiled by us add more support

(2]. These additives did not pass on to the nonpolar phase (the

volume of the latter phase remained nearly constant after

reaching equilibrium except when it contained about 30 vol % or

more of higher alcohols) and hence their effects can be explained

by interaction in the aqueous phase only. Such organic liquids,

being less polar than water, favour the formation of the neutral

adduct, Pu(N03)^.2BESO which ultimately brings about an increase

in the extraction. At low additive concentration the dehydration

effect due to the presence of additives which provides a better

chance for interaction with the nitrate ion to form the

extractable nitrate complexes, should lead to an increase in the

metal extraction. With the subsequent increase of additive

concentration, the extraction of nitric acid increases leading to

a drop in the plutonium extraction, as noted. Generally, the

substitution of water by organic solvents increases the acid

activity and hence decreases or increases the distribution

coefficient depending upon the extractive behaviour of the

element.

References

1. Shabana, K., Ruf, H.: Radiochia Acta. 23,117,123,146(1976);

24,15(1977).

1. Shukla, J.P., Subraaanian. M.S.: Some Aspects of Synergistic

Extraction of Actinides and Lanthanides fro* Nixed Aqueous -
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44. Chelation of Some A-Ketoesters with Uranyl ions in Aqueous

Dioxane - A Novel Weighted Least-Squares Approach

J. P. Shukla and R.S. Sharma

Chelations of some B-ketoesters namely, ethyltrifluoroaceto

acetate, ethylpentafluoropropionylacetate and methyltrifluoro-

aceto acetate actetate with uranyl ions were evaluated pH-

metrically in a 50% dioxane-water mixture at 25 and 35+0.1°.

Method of Bjerrum and Calvin, as modified by Van Uitert and Haas,

was followed to compute the formation function, n as well as the

fr̂ -e anion concentration IL~] . An extensive FORTRAN library

TITRE was coded on NORSK-DATA computer at BARC to process the

titration data for the computation of analytical concentrations,

refinement of chelation constants, plotting of relevant data, and

also for the statistical assessment of chosen equilibrium model.

Weighting scheme of Shaefer [1] was modified and a cubic* spline

interpolation technique was introduced to calculate the partial

derivatives of analytically unreleated parameters. In terms of

error analysis, TITRE followed the plot of residuals of pH and n

against an observed variable such as pH. Randomness of errors was

checked by goodness-of-fit (GOP) parameter and normal probability

(NP) plots. This involved a comparison of an ordered distribution

of errors to that expected from a normal distribution of the same

sample size. Calculated and observed formation curves showed an

RCS, RSMD/ROMG
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excellent agreement. The NP plots gave symmetrical distribution

of errors about the zero value and slopes were approximately

unity. The GOF values, also, were nearly unity as would be

expected if the errors were randomly distributed. This showed

that our weighting scheme could properly estimate the true random

erros and no systematic errors were present in the experiments.

T T

The order of chelation constants log Kj and log K2 of B-

ketoesters was found to be: HEPPA < HMTTA <HETTAA, at both the

temperatures, which follows the order of their ionization
constants. Generally, an increase in temperature increased the

T
log Kn values except for HMTAA where a slight decrease was

observed.

Reference:

1. Schaefer W.P., (1965), Inorg. Chem., 4, 642.

45. Thermodynamic Proton Ionization Constants of Some Fluorinated

p-Diketones in Dioxane-Water Mixtures. Influence of Terminal

Group Substitution

J.P. Shukla and R.S. Sharma

T
Thermodynamic ionization constants, pKa» of methyl

trifluoroacetoacetate (HMTAA), ethyltrifluoroacetoacetate (HETTA)

and ethylpentafluoropropanylacetate (HEPPA) have been determined

in 10-50% dioxane-water mixtures at 25 and 35+0.1°C applying an

emphirical pH correction for mixed aqueous—oragnic media (Table—

*
Reactor Chemistry Section, RSMD/ROMG, BARC
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T
40). The pKa values are calculated by subjecting the

T
Table-40 : Thermodynamic ionization constants, pKa, of

fluorinated 8-diketonesa

Ligand Temp. Solvent medium (vol. X dioxane)

10 20 30 40 50
n2«0.023 0.050 0.083 0.123 0.174

HMTAA
25 7.82 7.92 8.08 8.24 8.48

±0.01 +0,01 +0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02

35 7.62 7.74 7.88 8.10 8.27
±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02

HMTAA
25 6.63 6.75 6.91 7.19 7.39

±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02

35 6.40 6.54 6.74 6.91 7.16
±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02

HMTAA
25 8.01 8.14 8.31 8.51 8.79

±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02

35 7.77 7.88 8.01 8.22 8.49
+0.01 +0.01 +0.02 +0.01 +0.Q2

a, Obtained by using a set of at least 15 determinations.

experimental data to rigorous weighted least-squares analysis.

Further, a least-squares extrapolation technique is applied to

T
evaluate pKa in pure water (OX dioxane). All the three ligands

T
are weak monoprotonic acid with their pKa's between 6.0 and 9.0.

T
Plots of pKa with the reciprocal of the dielectric constants of

Tthe medium are not linear but plots of pKa vs. mole fraction of

dioxane are linear at a given temperature. Values of standard
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free energy il\G°), enthalpy (/\H°) a n d entropy (/\S°) changes,

associated with their ionization are also computed. Temperature,

medium and substitutent effects are briefly discussed.

Thermodynamics of Acid Proton Dissociation of 5-Hydoxy-l,

4-Naphthoquinons in Dioxane-Water Mixtures

J.P. Shukla and S.K.Arora

TThermodynamic proton-liquid dissociation constants, Ka, of

5-hydroxy-l, 4-naphthoquinone (HHNQ) have been determined pH-

metrically in 40-70 volume percent dioxane-water mixtures at 25

and 35 + 0.1°C applying an empirical pH correction for mixed

T
hydro-organic media. HHNQ is a weak monoprotic acid with pKa

T
between 9.7 to 11.8. pKa's do not vary linearly with the

reciprocal of the dielectric constant of the medium, but a plot

T
of pKa versus the mole fraction of dioxane (n2> is linear at a

given temperature. The "true constant" Ka and aolvation number,

n, in the expression (H+) (A~)/(HA) * Ka (S) » K a
+ have been

evaluated by analysing the experimental data mathematically.

Values of changes in the standard free energy, enthalpy and

entropy associated with its proton-ligand ionization have also

been calculated. Positive values of /\H° found in aqueoua-dioxane

media for HHNQ indicate the endothermicity of the proton

ionization reactions. Temperature and medium effectB are briefly

discussed.

Chemical Engineering Division
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47. Radiation Effect in Liquid Phase

Radiation Effect in tri-butyl phosphate-nitric acid system

M.V. Krishnamurthy and N.S. Hon

Study of radiation chemical yields of di-butyl phosphate and

mono-butyl phosphate as a function of radiation dose in the range

of 2.8 to 28 M Rad in TBP-HNO3 system has been made.

The plots of radiation chemical yields of DBP and HBP vs

radiation dose are shown in Fig. 42. DBP yield changes from 2.7

at low dose to a maximum of 5.98 and attains a steady value of

2.8 at high doBe. It is found that DBP yield in pure TBP is 0.55

which is enhanced to 2.8 in presence of nitric acid. Clearly

nitric acid plays an active role in the decomposition of TBP. The

decomposition products of HNO3 and excited states of TBP are

possible involved in enhancing the decomposition of TBP.

The yields of MBP are of the order of 12-20% of DBP and show

a corresponding decrease with dose. Further, it is observed that

at higher doses, DBP yields try to reach a steady value of 2.8.

DBP initially formed undergoes seconday reactions into other

unspecified products and thereby net DBP value is low. Similar

considerations apply for yields of MBP also.

In this study, nitric acid concentration in TBP phase has

been estimated at different doses. As shown in Fig. 42, the

nitric acid concentration decreases from 1.35 M (in un-irradiated

TBP-HN03) to 1.14M at the dose of 28M Rad. This considerable

decrease points to active participation of HNO3 in the

decompostion of TriP.
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48. Radiochemica! Studies in Chemical Separation of Rare Earths

in Plutonium and their Estimation by Emission Spectrographic

Method

B.A. Dhawale, B. Rajeswari, T.R. Bangia, M.D. Sast.ry anil

P.R. Natarajan

The determination of rare earths in nuclear materials like U

and Pu is an essential part of the chemical characterisation of

these materials. Solvent extraction methods f have earlier

been developed using TLA and TnOA solvents for the separation of

rare earths from these major matrices and their subsequent

determination by ICP/AES and D.C.arc/AES methods. The present

work describes the use of TOPO/xylene/HCl system for the

quantitative separation and determination of rare earths in

plutonium. The recoveries of rare earths and plutonium have

been checked by using radioactive tracers and DC arc / AES

method.

141 1V2— 1 ri4 1 5 1
Radioactive tracers of Ce, Eu and Gd have been

used for standardising extraction conditions for extracting

plutonium into organic phase leaving R.Es in the aqueous phase.

FOR TRACER STUDIES: A solution of lOmg of plutonium in HC1 was

shaken with 5 ml of 0.5M TOPO / xylene system. Rare earth

tracers namely Ce, Gd and Eu were added separately to a solution

of 10 mg plutonium. Similar aliquots of plutonium and rare earth

tracers were kept for reference. The solutions were shaken with 5
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ml of 0.5 M T0P0/xylene/6M HC1., This extraction counted for -

alpha and gamma radiations respectively.

FOR SAMPLE ANALYSIS: The rare earths from 100 ing of plutonium

were separated and estimated by emission spectrographic method.

The aqueous phase was evaporated to dryness and redissolved in

250 microlitres of 6M HC1. 50 microlitres of this solution was

loaded on 1/4" graphite electrode containing 1:1:2 LiF-AgCl-

Graphite buffer. Thulium was used as internal standard. The

spectra were photographed on SA-1 plates in the region 3150-3500

A in a d.c. arc carrying a 13 ampere current using 3.4 N Ebert

spectiograph.

Both TLA and TnOA are liquid anion exchangers and extract U and

Pu from acid medium forming anionic complexes. R.Es and Th

remain in aqueous phase as they do not complex with these

extractants while T0P0 is a neutral extractant and extracts U nd

Pu alongwith Th in HC1 medium. The order of extraction of Pu

among neutral extractants is found to be highest in phosphine

oxides as compared to phosphinates, phosphonates and phosphates.

The extraction of plutonium in organic phase was checked by a-

counting and that of S.Es in aqueous phase by gamma-counting. The

results shown in Table-41 show a quantitative recovery of R.Es.

No a-counts above background were observed in aqueous phase

showing quantitative extraction of plutonium. The recovery of

R.Es was also checked by DC arc / AES method developed earlier

(3)

. The AES results given in Table-42 show a quantitive recovery

within experimental errors. The method can be used to determine

the S.Es in the range 0.2 - 200 ppm using only 100 mg of sample.
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Lower limits can however be obtained using larger amounts of

plutonium for extraction.

Table - 41: Tracer Recovery Results

Tracer

Ce

Eu

Gd
«

Pu

Counts per
Before Bxtrn.

4740

30000

80200

4085

minute •
! After Extrn.!

! 4650 !

: 30000 ;

80100 :

! 3965 !

% Recovery

98

100

99

97

* - Alpha counts

Table - 42: AES Recovery Results

Element

Ce

Dy

Eu

Er

Gd

La

Lu

Sm

Tb

Y

Yb

Wavelength
nm

320.1

340.7

321.2

326.4

342.2

331.2

337.6

336.5 -

332.4

321.6

328.9

Amount
added(ug)

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.04

0.04

Amount
recovered(ug)

0.47

0.09

0.12

0.08

0.1

0.07

0.08

0.4

0.3

0.04

0.03

Recovery
X

117

98

120

80

100

70

BO

100

75

100

75

Estn.
Range
(ppm)

2-200

0.5-50

2-50

1-50

0.5-50

1-50

2-50

5-200

2-200

0.2-20

0.5-20
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49. Role of Uranium and Plutonium Matrices in the Atomization of

Be, Sn and Zn from a Graphite Furnace

Nee lam Goyal, P a m J.Purohit, A.G. Page and M.D. Sastry

As part of the trace metal characterization of nuclear fuel

materials,electrothermal atomization-atomic absorption

spectrometric (ETA-AAS) methods have already been developed /I,2/

for trace metal determination in U and U-Pu matrices without

chemical separation of the matrix. During these studies, it has

been observed that the absorbance signals for these analytes get

affected to varying degrees in the presence of uranium and

plutoniutr. matrices, suggesting strong matrix effects on the

rttomization behaviour of the analytes.Investigations

have.therefore, been carried out with a view to getting*insight

into probable mode of atomization. These include, determination

of the appearance temperature for the absorbance signal,

activation energy and U/Pu concentration-dependent variation in

the signal.The present paper deals with investigations of Be, Sn

and Zn in U and Pu matrices. A Varian Techtron atomic absorption

spectrometer AA-6 equipped with CRA-63 carbon rod atowizer and

BC-6 background corrector formed the experimental facility.The
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absoibance signals were obtained in peak mode at different

atotnization temperatures. The temperatures corresponding to

different voltage settings of the power supply were provided by

the manufacturer. The details of solution preparation are as

given in our earlier paper /2/.

The following studies were carried out here for each of the

three analytes.(i)Determination of analyte signal appearance

temperature for aqueous,U and Pu matrices, (ii)Obtain Arrhenius

plots viz.ln(absorbance) versus reciprocal of atomization

temperature for analytes in the three matrices by atomising the

analytes at fixed concentrations.(iii) Study variation in the

absorbance signal as a function of Pu-matrix concentration. The

results obtained from these studies for three analytes are

described below: Be_ and Sn : As. can be seen from table-43, the

appearance temperatures and activation energies (Ea) are

independent of three matrices investigated. The values of energy

obtained here, correspond to the sublimation of the analytes /3/

and final mode of atomization for the two analytes thus appears

to be (Be.Sn)solid (Be,Sn) gaseous.

Table - <»3

EXPTL.DATA : Be Sn Zn

MATRICES : Aqu. U Pu : Aqu. U Pu : Aqu. U Pu

App.Temp.( C) 1900 1900 1900 : 1900 1900 1900 : 1400 1400 1400

Ea(kcal/mole) 77 77 77 : 72 72 72 : 28 16 17

The absorbance signal for the two analytes were found to enhance

on the addition of xylene prior to atomization suggesting the
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possible carbothermic reduction process resulting in formation of

(Be.Sn)sol id.The G~o' value for SnC>2 reduction has been

reported/5/ to be negative at the appearance temperature.Similar

data on BeO \F not available; however,results obtained

here,suggest carbothermic reductic; of BeO as the probable

process. Z_n:The appearance temperature of Zn was found to be

matrix independent and Ea values were found to be matrix

dependent. The E a value for aqueous medium is significantly lower

than reported /5/ wherein the authors have suggested dissociation

of ZnO as the predominant mode of atomization. The matrix-

dependent Zn aborbance signal and absence of any rise in it on

addition of xylene as observed here,support the same viewpoint

but we have no explanation for the lower E a values for Zn

atomization. Matrix Effect;(a) Be: The significant reduction of

Be absorbance in the presence of Pu matrix has been interpreted

as due to the formation of PuBej3 which has been reported to form

under similar conditions/4/, (b) Sn: The appearance temperatuie

for Sn in the three matrices, is sufficiently higher than the

temperature at which changes in the partial pressure of oxygen

due to dissociation of U3O8 and PuOj in U and Pu matrices takes

place. The absorbance therefore does not change when the matrix

is changed from U to Pu.(c) Zn: The reduction of absorbance

signal compared to aqueous solutions was found to be significant

for uranium, whereas reduction is marginal for in case of Pu.This

can be explained on the basis of respective change in partial

pressure of oxygen at the temperatures shown below'
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K 103(f K
2O U0 3 U 3O 8 U0 2 0/U:3 O/U:2.67 0/U:2

ii) Pu(NO3)4 PuO2 PuO 1 % 9 7 O/Pu:2 O/Pu : 1 . 97

These studies on the reaction mechanism involved in the

atuinization of an analyte from a refractory matrix are helpful in

improving the sensitivity of the analytical technique end to

overcome interference effects.
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50. EPR Investigation of 2 3 3 u 5 + (5fl) in LiNbG3 Matrix

M.D.Sastry, N.K.Porwal and Mithlesh Kumar

Among all the oxidation states of uranium, the pentavalent ion,

U , with outer 5f electronic configuration is interesting for
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FPR investigation. Under nearly octahedral oxygen coordination

its EPR is expected at easily accessible temperature. Lewis

5+et.al./l/ have shown that U gets stabilized in nearly

5+ 3
octahedral Nb sites in LiNbO , on doping with t^Ogtand its EPR

is observable even at room temperture. In the present work we

233
have carried out similar investigations with U3O8 (nearly of

100% radiochemical purity) doped LiNbO3 powder. These

investigations are primarily directed at getting the information

233 1
on the hyperfine interaction between 1=5/2 of U and 5f

electron having alg character under octahedral symmetry. The only

233 233 3+
report on the hyperfine structure due to U is of 0 in

l..aCl3 /2/. We present the results, which we believe are the first

233
report of hyperfine structure (h.f.s.) of 'U in its pentavalent

form and in octahedral symmetry. This is considered important in

view of the fact that U(V) is a single electron system and data

on such system is important as it is theoretically more easy to

treat single electron wave function.

233 5+
The sample of U :LiNbC>3 was prepared by the flux method.

Appropriate quantities of Li2CO3. Nb2C>5 and U3O8 (8%) were mixed

and the mixture was slowly added to the molten LiCl. After

cooling the melt, the LiCl was easily leached out leaving behind

insoluble uranium doped LiNbC^. Further, the residue was washed

by alcohol and dried under I.B. lamp. The EPR spectra were

recorded at 77 K using a Bruker ESP-300 EPR spectrometer.

233 c .
The EPR spectrum of IT :LiNbO3 powder at 77 K is shown in

the figure 43. The isotopic purity can be noticed from the
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absence of any lines corresponding to the even isotop-238. The g

—4
and A values obtained are g11=0.700, gj=0.735, AJJ = 109 X 10

" 1cm"1 and Aj_= 129 X 1 U cm

As mentioned earlier that the present hyperfine constants

233 5+
are the first report for U . However, the hyperfine data on

235U5+ e x i s t s f o r (uo 5F)
6" and (UO 4F 2)

5~ in NaF matrix /3/. From

233
this one can calculate the expected hyperfine constants for U

233
from the known ratios of the nuclear magnetic moments of U and

235 233 5+
11, The calculated values of hyperfine constant for U in

(UO5F) and (UO4F2) complexes are given in the table-44.

233 5+Table—44 : Systematics of hyperfine constant of U in

oxyfluro complexes.

Complex

233.
- 4 A -1

(in 10 cm )

233

(in 10 cm )

129

122.2

127.65

Remarks

("06)
7-

(UO5F)

Trans.

6-

5-

108

99.5

77.9

experinientely
observed(preseut work)

calculated form
of ref./2/.

235
U data

It can be seen that fluoride ion substitution decrease A

substantially. This looks rather surprising in view of the

greater ionic nature of F compared to 0 . This effect, however

can be explained by the admixture of higher lying Yy states, due

to lowering of symmetry in to the ground state which increases

the electron density in axial (0-U-F) direction.
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51. Radiation Induced Defects and Trap Level Spectroscopy of

CaF2:U
3+

S.V. Godbole, A.G. Page and M.D. Sastry

Spectroscopic studies involving observation of fluorescence

3+ *
and absorption spectra of U ions in CaF2 have been well reported

in the literature in view of their lasing properties /1-4/.

However, very little work has been reported on radiation induced

effects on their optical and magnetic properties /5,6/. Detailed

studies have, therefore, been carried out by the authors on such a

system. these studies in particular relate to thermally

stimulated luminescence (TSL) investigations in 100-700 K

temperature range, and also to colour centers formed on gamma

irradiation.

An optical quality single crystal of CaF2 with 0.5% U ions

was used in these investigations. TSL studies, carried out on a

gamma irradiated crystal piece using a versatile unit built in the

laboratory, have shown existence of five new glow-peaks at 400,

440, 500, 564 and 631 K. these peaks have been interpreted as due

to intrinsic imperfections in the host lattice. Trap parameters,
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viz., activation energy (Ea) and thermal escape probability (s)

have been calculated using two independent methods.

Examination of spectral character of TSL emission for all the

glow-peaks revealed the presence of three bands with peaks at 323,

345 and 363 nm. In view of the known I.R. emission /I/ of U

ions in this matrix, the U.V. emission observed in the present

case is of importance and is ascribed as due to the larger

excitation energy available following electron - hole

recombination on thermal stimulation. This emission has further

2 3
been interpreted as resulting from 5f 6d-5f spectral transition

for' U ions .

The optical absorption studies of the gamma irradiated

crystal have led to the observation of absorption peaks at 224,

255, 315, 405 and 578 nm for the colour centres. These radiation

induced colour centers have been interpreted as Smakula type /7/

3+
and arising due to formation of a complex consisting of U ion

and an associated nearest F center.
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52. EPR Studies of Actinide-Copper Oxides with Perovskite

Structure

Mithlesh Kumar and M.D.Sastry

In view of the discovery of superconductivity in mixed

cuprates of rare earths and alkaline earths, there is considerable

current interest in the magnetic and transport properties of

similar compounds. In recent past the EPR and microwave absorption

studies were shown to be extremely helpful in the detection of

superconducting phases in these compounds. The present paper deals

with the synthesis and EP"R investigation of Ba2CuU0^, LaxBa2—

xCuUC>6+ and I^CuPuOg. Tn these compounds actinide ions are known

to exhibit mixed valence. The Ba2CuU0g compound was prepared by

heating the mixture of B«C03, CuO, UO2<NO3)2-6H2O at 1000 K for

about 20 hrs. In similar manner, LaxBa2-xCuU0(j+ compound was

prepared. However, the BajCuPuOg was prepared by mixing Ba02. CuO

and PuC>2 and heating it at 950 K for 10 hrs. XRD studies have
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shown that these are predominantly single phase compounds. The

main results obtained in the present EPR and microwave absorption

studies are:

(1) Superconducting phases have not been found to be

present in any of these compounds, down to 77 K for Pu-compound

and clown to 20 K for U-compounds.

2+

(2) EPR of Cu was absent in Pu-compound and therefore it has the

potential to exhibit superconductivity with suitable doping and

needs further inves-tigation.

(3) In LaxBa2_xCuU06+ • the EPR of Cu has exhibited features of

strong electron-vibration interaction. This is manifested in the

increased intensity of an isotropic line with strong temperature

dependence of g-facter. This is shown in figure-44.

53. EPR Studies of Phase Transitions in

M.K. Bhide, M.D. Sastry and U.R.K. Rao*

Ammonium actinide fluorides due to the presence of ammonium

ion, are expected to exhibit structural phase transitions

associated with changes in ammonium molecular dynamics. Furthurt

ammonium ion, due to hydrogen bonds with fluorine ionstis expected

to influence the crystal structure signific—antly.These aspects

have not been investigated so far.The present paper deals with the

preparation and EPR investigations of (NH^^UC^Fs-l^O doped with

Cu . Ammonium uranyl fluoride was prepared using the Method of

fluorination reported by Rao etal./l/ In this method

* Applied ChMdatry Division
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ammonium bifluoride and ammonium fluoride were mixed in the

proportion (0.33 : 2 : l),to this mixture small amount of copper

was added as CuCl2 so as to have copper concentration of (0.4%

w/w). This mixture was ground in PVC bag for 15 minutes at RT.

After two hours this gave ammonium uranium fluoride.

(NH^)3UO2F5.H2O crystals were reported/2/ to have tetragonal body

centered structure with eight formula units per unit cell. The

space group for the crystal is I^-^/a.The structure is built up of

3 3—
(UO2F5) - complexes held together by ammonium ions.Each (UO2F5)

group is pentagonal bipyramidal with each oxygen atom at the peaks

2+and fluorine at the corners of the pentagon. The EPH of Cu doped

ammonium uranyl fluoride was recorded at various temperatures

between 100 to 440K. The temperature dependence has clearly shown

2+a fluxional behaviour in the immediate coordination of Cu above

360K. Further the temperature dependence of microwave reflectivity

from the sample loaded cavity has shown a sharp anomaly at 360 K.

Above this temperature a clear onset of fluxional behaviour

transforming the spectra from an elongated octahedral coordinaion

to a compressed octahedral coordination was observed.This is

2+
consistant with Cu entering the lattice substitutionatly at

(NH4) site which disturbs the rigid pseudo-tetrahedral

coordination of fluorides at ammonium site. This results in

2+essentially an octahedrally coordinated Cu complex with uranyl

oxygens at axial position with four fluorides in equitorial plane

exhibiting fluxional behaviour.The EPR results together with

microwave reflectivity measurements clearly suggest a possible

phase transition at 360K in this compound.
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54. EPR and Microwave Absorption Studies on Chevrel Phase

Compounds A xMo 6S 8 (A > Cu.Ni,(CuNi),Hg,U,Yb,Pb with Ux^4)

and HgMo6S8:Cu
2+

R.M. Kadam, N.D. Sastry, M.K. Jayanth Kumar,

I.K. Gopalakrishnan and R.M. Iyer

Chevrel phase compounds with the general formula AxMogSg

constitute an important class of ternary compounds exhibiting

interesting superconducting and magnetic properties. All these

compounds are rhombohedra1 at room temperature and undergo

rhombohedral to triclinic structural phase transtion at low

temperature and at high pressure. It has been observed the

microwave absorption studies on high T c superconductors in their

normal and superconducting phases are related to their electron

transport properties. The EPR and microwave absorption studies

were conducted on Chevrel phase compounds AxMogSg (A » Cu, Ni,

(CuNi), Hg, U, Yb, Pb with Kx<4) and HgMo6S8:Cu
2+ in the

temperature range 20 to 300 K. The important findings are

1) Microwave absorption in Ni2Mo^Sg had shown an anomaly at 215 K

consistent with the reported onset of electronic disorder at that

temperature.

2) UM05S8 exhibits change in slope at 60 K in the plot of

microwave absorption versus temperature.
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o^Sg:Cu shows drop in microwave absorption froifl 250 to 100

K.

2+
4) In case of UMo^Sfl and HgMogSgtCu interesting EPR results were

obtained. They are:
AX

(j)EPR of U exhibiting tenv»erature dependent g-shift in 20 to 80 K
2+ 2+

(ii) EPB of Cu in HgMogSsiCu exhibiting tranisiton from static

distortion to a dynamic one, symptomatic of averaging of

anisotropies. One possibility for this observation is transition

from dynamic to static Jahn Teller effect as the temperature was

lowered as shown in che figure-45.

(iii) EPR of Mo complex was oi

compounds with g-values, g = 1.9391 and g = 1.8900.

(iii) EPR of Mo complex was observed in a number of these
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:'•! . Assay of

"5.1 y5Nb an-i 106Ru etc in 6 FRD
Uranium for reprocessing

:'i.2 Pu in Waste Products 160 FCD & RCD

:u3 Total Neutron yield 7 RMB
in U-Al-plates and
bundles.

4. Sepeciroscopic analysis of samples from various Divisions

done during the year

T;, jn; h> o i a,,mp 1 e Nus . Source

PuO2 1 5 RMD

'VU,P)O2 a RKD

U 0 2 20 RMD

U0 2 13 FCD

ThO 2 4 RMD

Graphite 2 FCD

Miscellaneous 80 FTTEE, TPPED,

Chetn. Divn.i

Total 142 Chem. Engg. Divn.

and F.C.D.

v IB A JJ^IJJG:

1. Dr. A.V R. Reddy, Dr. B. S. Tnmar and Dr. T. Ddtta took 1 r>

lectures each on Nuclear mid Radiochemistry course for 34th

batch of training school.

2. Shri A. Goswami, Dr. B.S. Tomar and Dr. Satya Prakash

conducted the special practical on fast radiochemical
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separation and determination of half-life of short-lived

radionucIides for the chemistry trainees of 33rd batch.

3. Shri A. Goswami worked as a member of Question Bank

Committee for written Test for chemistry discipline for BARC

training school.

4. Drs. Sntya Prakash, A.V.R. Reddy, A. Goswnini served on the

training school selection committee for interviewing the

candidates.

5. Dr. B.S. Tomar, Shri S.K. Das, Shri P.K. Pujari and Shri A.

Goswami helped in conducting written tests for BARC Training

school entrance selection.

6. Shri A.V.R. Reddy, Shri A. Goswami, Dr. B.S. Tomar, Dr. S.B.

Manohar and Dr. S.S. Rattan participated in IANCAS workshop

as resourse persons.

7. Shri S. Venkateswaran, Shri S.B. Rajore and Shri T.P.

Chaturvedi took lectures and practicals in the Training

shool in the year 1990.

8. Dr. S.B. Manohar served as the chief co-ordinator of the

Training School in the year 1989-90.

8. Shri J.K. Samuel was the course-cordinator for Electronics

and Instrumentation for the 33rd Batch of Training school.

9. Shri M.L. Jayanth Kumar took fifteen lectures on "Reactor

Physics and Reactors" and Dr. M.D. Sastry took fifteen

lectures on "Quantum Chemistry" for 33rd Batch (1989-90)

Chemistry trainees of the Training School, BARC.
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